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That same summer of 1981 i was again invited to a party, this time somewhere in a 
hamlet between Rolde and Assen, and this time by Erwin, the younger brother of the first 
girlfriend of Hessel. Erwin himself threw the party and i knew him from our tea tent circle. 
We never had anything to say to each other but we always had a good heart connection. Also 
my old friend Hessel appeared to be there which i could have expected. What i hadn’t 
expected was that Britt would be there. She appeared to be the girlfriend of the oldest brother 
of Erwin and Hessel’s girlfriend. Fiona was suddenly there as well as she was a close friend 
of Erwin, but to my shame i had forgotten that she would also probably be there. It still took 
an hour or so before Britt found the right time to get me in her bed. Her bed, indeed – Britt 
and her lover actually lived in that great renovated farm and this was her bedroom where i 
ended up. Well, it was her friend Ralph’s bedroom too. Ralph was on night duty. Britt said he 
wouldn’t come home before 6 or so, so no worry about that. We talked a bit and then we 
kissed and hugged and caressed and then talked again for a while before we kissed again and 
pressed our bodies close to each other, tightly sometimes. She was busy with the possibility of 
switching from her boyfriend to me. From her man, i should say perhaps: they were either 
married or officially engaged and about to marry. 

What kind of future would she have then, if she switched? Well, my Formless Heart 
was wholly reliable, but the forms i could offer her in this world were everything but reliable. 
Very probably i would be a poor student for the coming 6 or 7 years. Also, she was not going 
to be the big love in my life. But ‘if you don’t mind these things because you truly love me…’ 
i answered her in my half-conscious mind – just as she asked me without words, in her mind. 
What she did share openly were her difficulties with her man. She said he beat her. This was a 
new experience to me that i had to digest. She wondered if she should leave him, but i got the 
feeling she felt trapped somehow. 

A sudden sound. The front door opened and someone came in. It couldn’t be Ralph 
yet, it was only 4 o’clock. Britt recognized his voice though. We were trapped. We couldn’t 
escape any more. The only door gave on to the corridor where he had just entered. “Don’t 
worry, he won’t hurt you,” Britt reassured me. It was too late anyway. The bedroom door 
opened and Ralph saw his wife and me cosily lying next to each other in his own bed, 
although at least the bedclothes were kind enough not to spoil the surprise regarding how 
naked we were. His face didn’t look like he was much into surprises this night. Unlike me, 
Ralph was sturdily built. He was broad and had quite some body, although he wasn’t as tall as 
me. Altogether he looked like a strong tough guy, firmly standing on the ground. As far as 
physical strength was concerned i was almost sure he could beat me, even though i was much 
faster than him. I could exhaust him in principle. But i didn’t think he would submit to a role 
of running circles after me in his small bedroom. One good thing about him was that he still 
looked a bit sleepy from his night duty. He murmured: 

“Oh, have things gone that far already.” 
Then, after a few seconds he left the room and we the two of us were left alone again. 

All these interruptions always… Could love then never have a rest. But, now that we were 
alone again, i didn’t feel like caressing any more. The whole scene of boys and girls seemed 
like a snake-pit, so different from how i felt things in my heart, from my Simple Love for 
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Woman. Anyhow, after a while Britt got out of bed to look for him. The sphere had turned 
bad. Some danger was in the air and things could go this way or that way. The danger hadn’t 
decided yet. I put my clothes on and not much later i went home. I didn’t see Britt any more 
and supposed she was with her man who was not in the mood to welcome me giving his wife 
goodbye kisses. Most of the young people at the party – people i had seen every school day, 
year after year – i would never see again. When i said bye to Hessel he was angry with me, 
for the first time ever – and also for the last time, by the way: 

“They’ve been together for 6 years and even married! He beat her up.” 
What a terrible mess. Biking home i was meditating the mess of ‘love’. Or was this 

just attraction and following up. Didn’t it have to do with Love? It was impossible to me 
though to make a comprehensible whole of it. Why did they marry, if Britt felt more attracted 
to me, or in general to ‘boys like me’. I felt this was another type of betrayal than Iris had 
committed regarding me. And it was not so much betrayal as… something: some potential 
that was busy bringing to light some Lie deep down somewhere, a Lie in general, not just of 
Britt or Iris or whoever. 

And now, instigated by Hessels anger, i guessed i was supposed to make some kind of 
a shift in my mind to feel guilty, to acknowledge that i had done something wrong that i 
shouldn’t have done and that had terrible consequences, that i had been unfaithful, if not to 
Britts’ husband or to her, than to a deeper Truth. I didn’t succeed. I didn’t feel guilt. It just 
didn’t show up. I had followed Woman’s invitation to Man, Her opening for Him. Why 
should i say no to Man’s Nature of Following Woman in this respect. If Iris was inviting other 
boys to be physically close to her, why should those guys check her out if she might be with 
someone, how deep exactly she would be involved with that person – or what was the extent 
to which she already wanted to get rid of him by then or at least for the moment. Why should 
i as spermatozoid stop the process of going in the egg cell when another spermatozoid was 
trying to enter as well. It was the egg cell that ‘decided’ which sperm was allowed to enter 
and unite with her, perhaps the most beautiful sperm, perhaps the strongest or most 
determined one, perhaps the most intelligent one or most funny, perhaps the richest sperm or 
perhaps the sperm with the most loving heart. No matter its qualities, if the spermatozoid 
didn’t fit her interests he wouldn’t get in. Not to say i was a spermatozoid, but since my 
discovery of the jelly coming out of my body, still, i found it a justified comparison. 

No, i didn’t feel guilty, even though moral issues didn’t leave me cold. As a matter of 
fact, i didn’t like Hessel’s anger towards me. It seemed – and this was only logical – he got 
influenced in his way of thinking by the sister of Britt’s man, or by Woman in general. It 
didn’t seem to be so, it was certain: before he had met his girlfriend he would not have acted 
in the way he did. He had rapidly taken over Woman’s consciousness and way of perceiving 
reality. If he continued in that way he would become the ordinary citizen. Hessel protected his 
girlfriend’s family karma, as a slave. He thought he had, finally, gone into the land of love, 
giving a form to love, but he had got stuck in a web immediately, instead of staying neutral, 
loving, accepting. This is not to say that it is easy for a man not to get caught in the web of 
unconsciousness when he associates with Woman. 
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Talking about the moral issue. What was the difference with Henry U. making a date 
with my girlfriend Iris – ex or not – and this situation, apart from the fact that i let myself be 
easily seduced by Britt? It was not about hiding behind not being the active party in the 
seduction; this could not be an excuse for me. But Henry U., in his case being the active party 
indeed, tried to chat up Iris to conquer her and see how far he could get with her, how far she 
would allow him, to prove his masculinity – to me, to himself and in general. In my case it 
was Woman who had opened, by herself, to me, however deep this opening went. I followed 
love’s ways, inscrutable as they were to me. For, this was true: why wasn’t i with Liz but with 
Britt – i mean, besides of what the clever mind would have to say about this, besides finding 
reasons. And if there should be a mess anyway, why wasn’t this happening as part of obvious 
Love as with Liz? 

The most important issue regarding the two situations was that, by Nature, it was 
Woman who decided which man she allowed to be close to her.1 Henry U., with his usual 
bluff, acted like (a) Woman, trying to seduce Iris. Conquering someone of the other sex was 
part of Woman’s world, not Man’s. If Iris would have really opened up for him i had nothing 
to say about the whole thing. Then i could just lick my wounds. If Britt opened for me, i as 
man responded, went in – even though not physically. I didn’t want to use a crowbar to open 
a woman; it came naturally or not. The scene of love should not be determined by games, by 
proving oneself, by conquering, by the ego that ruled over love. 

I may not have felt guilty, but i felt very sorry for Britt, for the pain she had to go 
through, even in a physical way. Many times i imagined the scene, how Ralph beat her and 
how it hurt, how she felt and what she looked like – including physically, blue spots or 
perhaps worse. I wondered if she tried to protect herself or just let herself be beat till it was 
over, not to make things worse. I didn’t know what to say or think about this. I just felt very 
sad. The thought that if i hadn’t been involved in this affair she would have picked another 
boy sooner or later, didn’t take away the sadness. The sadness was not about me. It was about 
‘woman’ somehow. In general, about woman. Just an example: why was she attracted to a 
man who beat her up if she doesn’t do what he wants? This was all the sadder because i didn’t 
feel that she loved him. 

What a world. Where a man wants a female body to belong to him. If the Lie of this 
comes to the light he beats her up. The Forces were already Fighting in and for me. There was 
the Force that wanted to stay away from this shit, as far away as possible – the Force that still 
wanted to believe in the romantic dream and still try to manifest it, to prove that Love is 
possible here on earth without submitting to the darkness as people seemed to do. And, on the 
other hand, there was the Force that said: Open your Eye, this is the world, surrender to the 
Darkness Waiting, don’t be attached to your beautifully shaped clean hands, you’re not a 
prince. The first Force won, for now… This Fight between the Two Forces, the Two sides of 

                                                
1 Certainly when Man has an overview and can feel the form of and depth of contact between man 

and woman, he doesn’t need to go along with Woman’s invitation, however. If, for instance, he 
feels something too distant between man and woman, he may prefer to stay in His ‘state of 
Meditation’, not joining Woman in giving a form to what Woman would like in that case. 
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Woman Fighting through me, was in the end much more relevant than the question whether i 
was morally okay or not – even though, especially in the course of my twenties, that issue was 
considered important, not with the biggest emphasis on the ‘i’, whether i was morally okay, 
but in general what was morally sound and what not: if you knew what was morally good, the 
‘i’ was not a problem: it surrendered easily to this Impersonal Moral. 

As could be expected, the second meeting with Britt turned out to be the last one. The 
loss wasn’t big – not comparable to losing Iris or Liz – although i liked something in her. 

 
In the beginning of August, i went on holiday to the East of France with two friends, 

Henry U. and Kevin, and my brother. We found a camping place next to a wild brooklet that 
we dived into, which was quite risky with those rocks. On the map – i was crazy about maps 
and always liked to study them for a long time – i found a lake not far away from where we 
camped, and so we went there for a swim. It was relatively crowded. I must say that by that 
time i was ‘already’ far more interested in the girls on the beach than whatever silly pastime 
we could possible invent like swimming, playing cards, reading while lying in the sun, 
talking, buying ice-creams, just name it. Nothing compared to the attraction of girls any more, 
that is: to a particular girl when i liked her, to the treasure she was for me – well, except for 
composing music to some extent. There weren’t many nice girls on the beach. I was not into 
girls in general, but in specific, beautiful girls who had ‘something’. There was only one girl i 
liked. Looking up from my book – full of empty letters – i discovered her. She just arrived 
and was brought to the lake by some guy. Fortunately, he left soon and she was alone. The 
girl got rid of her clothes and ended up in a bikini. I couldn’t help but notice her beautiful 
body and yet it was almost non-existent compared to what i felt shining through her face. She 
had long dark brown hair falling straight down over her buttocks. I was still very sensitive to 
a girl’s hair. If it was so gorgeously long, it was as from a fairy; it couldn’t be from this earth. 
It was difficult to combine a girl’s long golden or dark or white hair with the strange dirty and 
aggressive things happening here on earth. 

I could not concentrate on my senseless reading any more, not with that divine hair 
lying there with a whole girl attached to it, and certainly not now that i had noticed that the 
girl was looking at me at least as much as i looked at her. Sometimes our looks crossed. I had 
to move somehow. I had lain somewhere apart from my friends but now i joined them and 
soon confessed that there was a girl i liked. I pointed at her – in itself not very clever when 
Henry U. was part of the club. But by now i liked the girl so much that i couldn’t keep it for 
myself any more. “Well, in that case you have to do something,” Henry advised all too easily. 
“Go to her.” 

What a world of difference, the world of words, of mind, and the world of action. 
How could i for heaven’s sake bridge these two. But it was true, i couldn’t always continue 
this way, so much was certain. What great opportunities i had let pass – incredible – certainly 
regarding Windala. Four years of looking. And loving her from a safe distance. And never 
being able to approach her. Never having said even one little fucking stupid irrelevant word to 
her. Once at a stupid disco school party she walked past me – alone, for once – and gave me a 
chance but i didn’t take it. The only chance she had offered me. But the moment was over too 
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soon. 4 years! And i would probably never see Windala again. School was over. It was done. 
Too late. Four years had not been enough. It seemed like a vicious circle. If she hadn’t been 
so afraid, so closed to Man, i wouldn’t have been afraid, not closed, i could have just talked to 
her, naturally, without a problem. If only she had opened her heart to me, my heart – 
including words given to it – could have poured into hers, just like that. But of course this was 
the problem, the closed heart. The problem that I as Man had to Solve. Somehow. Without 
any tools. Any knowledge. Any experience. Any tricks or strategies. But with only the Love 
of my Heart. Even if i had miraculously managed to be alone with a great girl, like with Liz, 
and also with Gea, still nothing happened. My heart wanted to pour into her but there was no 
reception yet. How to Create my own Reception. How to Create Woman – out of nothing, 
when only the contours are available, her forms, her body. 

I went back to the former place where i had lain at the verge of beach and grass field. 
There i could see her better and prepare for action. Look who’s talking. But, it was true, 
whatever my record was up to then – or the lack of it – i felt the Force of Doing becoming 
stronger in me. The more and longer i looked at the girl the more the Do-Force seemed to 
grow in me. It began outgrowing the other Force, the Force of just Being and ‘meditating’ 
situations. It was certainly helped by the fact that she was looking at me too. I felt the blood 
rushing to my face when i realized i will actually go to her this moment or the next, this is not 
a fantasy. And, indeed, i couldn’t bear it any more to see her lying there without me, her body 
waiting for ‘me’. I would never grow up if i would not be Responsible for giving a form to 
the Love of Man and Woman, if i stayed aside from the, inherently Female, world of Doing, 
Action, Form. I came here to earth to participate in Love, to give it, not merely feel it in 
myself. 

I stood up and – god help me – i walked in her direction. I couldn’t return any more. 
Once i had decided for something, it had to be done, for good or for worse. She saw me 
coming. Also, my friends saw what i was doing. None of them had had a girlfriend thus far, 
not even a kiss. I was focused on the girl though and i asked her, in English, if it was all right 
for her if I’d lie next to her. She didn’t understand my question. This was a bad situation: she 
didn’t speak English, only French. That i had passed my French exam didn’t mean that i was 
able to speak French with a native French girl at all. Face to face with her raging beauty i had 
to squeeze my brains and remember my French lessons. I didn’t manage to say the whole 
sentence in French but with the help of my arms i managed to make clear what i was up to. 
And she was all right with this. To be honest, i felt immediately like kissing her and touching, 
caressing her body. But somewhere, instinctively, i felt a girl doesn’t like this, even when she 
likes me too. I had to submit myself to the tempo of a girl, and first play some silly game. I 
had already understood that the thoroughness and speed of Iris and Britt were exceptions in 
the land of girls rather than the rule. 

I was forced to practice my French and i didn’t manage too well. This difficulty was 
enhanced by the fact that no content was spontaneously arising. Nothing i could possibly say 
to her reached my mind. Facing her beauty from so close i spontaneously reached the sort of 
enlightened state of empty mind that, as it turned out later, was attractive for many people for 
whom normal life filled with endless forms appeared to be empty and who were looking for 
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another, deeper form of emptiness – emptiness that was judged in a positive way. Anyhow, i 
was blinded and made dumb by her beauty, her femininity and general attractiveness that was 
so close that i seemed able to touch it if i stretched out my hand – or lips. We lay on our sides 
turned to each other. The distance between us was not big, the bikini she wore wasn’t big 
either, her brown and smooth skin was smiling at me, her long dark hair was gorgeous and i 
had to say something. And i couldn’t. This was the situation. I had made it up to there, lying 
next to her, but now things got stuck again. No Iris or Britt to help me out. ‘Mommy’ had 
stayed behind, i had to do it myself now, to see if a girl, this girl, would like to participate in 
sharing the Love of Man and Woman. 

Well, she helped a bit in proposing to go swimming. ‘Nager’ was something i 
understood, and i supposed she was all right for me to join her. It was, in itself, a good idea to 
go swimming, to have some distraction from the tension that was not only unpleasant, but 
contained an attractive future that had not manifested yet. Only, i had another ‘handicap’. Not 
only were words failing to show up when i needed the bastards, when i was confronted with a 
girl’s beauty that seemed to swallow me. I didn’t feel free in the physical sense to fool around 
with a girl’s body – except that one time when i was dancing with Iris in the dark bicycle 
room and suddenly out of the blue and at the time unexplainably i acted as if i was a Spanish 
macho dancing around the woman he wants to chat up – or dance up – throwing wildly my 
arms in the air in a bended and typical Spanish way and Iris was afterwards very willing to 
kiss that zealous person. The Female Force had got into me especially thanks to Iris’ jealousy 
and wanting me to be available – that is, for herself – and She had been so strong that i 
seemed no longer responsible for my legs and arms and whole body that danced ‘of 
themselves’. She seemed to be dancing me. 

I followed Nathali – as her name was – into the water. But for the rest of the test i 
failed. I felt clumsy. In the ecstatic dance with Iris i had been inspired by something beyond 
myself – the Energy Force coming though Iris attuning to Something in me that is Beyond her 
Energy – and i had been awakened to an earthly level by it. I couldn’t command this, 
however, couldn’t repeat the Spanish dance there in the water with Nathali or, considering the 
moist circumstances, turn it into water ballet, even when my body and mind were in principle 
very flexible. I was not the type to dive into the water and crawl a good piece, going under 
water and, ending up just below her, take her in my arms while smiling widely without a trace 
of fakeness in it. We didn’t walk close together into the water, i let her walk away from me. 
Anyway it felt not good or natural to follow her. It didn’t fit with my Lions nature that was 
very creative itself – in the right circumstances. 

I was too self-conscious, as they call it. At a certain point Nathali stood still. I suppose 
she had a reason for this. Mysteriously she looked, fortunately not at me, but at the other side 
of the lake or even beyond. So she didn’t see me blushing when i thought: now i have to do 
something. I approached her and to my own surprise my arms stretched themselves out to her, 
not to take her in my arms but to push her into the water. The little push i gave Nathali to fall 
in the water, as an attempt to have ‘fun’ together, was ridiculous. Not wanting to always be 
the best in everything, but i dare say that the push was perfectly ridiculous. I was not ‘in it’. If 
the ice doesn’t break, it becomes only more aware of its ice-ness. 
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Nathali appeared above the surface again and without a trace of emotion the water was 
dripping from her body. She didn’t judge what i had done, neither liked it nor disliked it. To 
cool down the shame i dived into the water in turn. As tumbling dolphins we moved away 
now from the beach. Back at our own place we lay down again on our own towel. The 
conversation didn’t flow, to say the least. And yet there was something, quite something. Like 
there had been with Liz. It was certain that we liked each other very much, but, once more, 
this didn’t mean that some kind of a flow would be there and take us over, move us of itself. 
It didn’t mean that the contact would unravel just like that, naturally, in an easy going 
manner. 

I was not against a challenge and to try to formulate an unexpected sentence in French. 
I made a short remark about the strange appearance of the clouds in the sky. “Merveilleux 
nuages”, i said, not trying by this to play the poet as an alternative, compensating thus for the 
lack of physical freedom in the contact. Nathali didn’t get it. However much i tried, in French, 
English or by pointing my finger at the clouds, she didn’t get what i wanted. And i finally had 
to give up. And now i had to say in French that i would stop trying to explain the totally 
irrelevant thing i wanted to say. I had done my best to squeeze out an utterly unimportant 
nonsense remark, to start thus a conversation, i had submitted myself to Woman’s world of 
beating about the bush, of prevaricating and it didn’t work. I failed, completely. 

Again silence for a long while. The only thing i could still do was going back to 
Man’s world of directly saying what was going on. It’s not that i was already such a male 
hero in this respect but at least it was much closer to me than beating about the bush, talking 
about nothing, in a strange language. I said, and skipped the French for now, not to give the 
clumsy energy its chance to reappear and screw things up: 

“May i have a kiss?” 
Her lips approached. Our lips touched. That moment of first touch felt like we were 

being electrocuted, but in a subtle mild way. Being in love it was great to be electrocuted. 
Nathali was really a nice girl, 16 years old. And we were quite busy with each other. A lot of 
kissing, although not all the time. After a few hours my friends wanted to go back to the camp 
site, the beach was almost empty by then. Nathali would be picked up soon anyway, so i 
decided to join my friends back to the camp site. Not after exchanging addresses. We would 
surely write, we agreed. 

And so we did, the whole year that followed. True love letters, twelve, thirteen of 
them or so. We were both very much in love with each other. We exchanged photos. We sent 
music. Nathali sent her favourite record, of Francis Lalanne, which i also quite liked upon 
hearing it, over and over again. In turn i sent Nathali a demo tape with songs of my band 
Hemisphere that we had provisionally recorded. I still lived in the parental home that first 
year of University, the city was only 20 kilometres away. But in the evenings i needed to be 
alone, as soon and as much as possible. Somehow, with others around, no matter who, love 
could not flower, i could not endlessly rise into the air, love would not spread throughout the 
whole room. The bodies of other people would only injure if not completely arrest the free 
flow of love that, as i felt, should radiate without limits and reach so far that Nathali could 
feel my heart beating for her and pouring out its, i was sure of: endless and eternal, love. 
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After diner i went upstairs to my room, the big one now that my brother had left, and i 
picked out some music that fitted my romantic mood, especially female singers. The music 
needed to be quiet and beautiful. 50% of these choices was the album “Between the lines” of 
Janis Ian. I put out the light and lay on bed, totally absorbed by the dark wherein love could 
expand best. Sometimes i sat on the chair before my desk, in the dark, or only with a candle 
looking at the pictures of Nathali, a few of them with her bikini taken on the beach of an 
island called Re, the only other one with clothes on and smiling broadly and authentically. 
God, i was lovesick. Also Nathali took this strange feeling of wanting to melt with the other 
one seriously and kept feeding the love, this time by sending me her name engraved in nice 
letters on some cover with matches in it. This inspired me to test myself – or to test love. I got 
the idea to light one of the love-matches – that would be sacrificed for this purpose – to think 
intensely of Nathali and then let the flame die on my fingers. The first parts of the test were 
easy, the last part hurt so much that i had to give up. This was very disappointing. I assumed 
love was so strong that it could overcome everything, and certainly pain. I wanted to prove 
our love was forever. And i failed. The pain was just too big for love to manifest itself. The 
earthly reality pushed me and my love aside like an annoying fly. 

Since my love for Nathali – and in general for Woman – was pure, as i knew, i found 
that i had to confess my failure. I had to always tell the truth to my beloved, whatever it 
would take. So i wrote her honestly how the fire of love had lost the battle with the Pain – this 
time at least. She didn’t respond much to it. It seemed she would not have bothered to confess 
such a thing. Although i didn’t like my failure i was not bothered by it either. I was brought 
up too rationalistically by my parents to be really concerned about it, to see a deeper meaning 
in it, or to consider it a bad sign for the future – a future wherein my heart turned out to be 
able to bear a lot of pain related to love, to Man and Woman, but wherein woman was not 
able; and for Love Two were Needed. 

The only little stain in that year so long, longing longing longing, was Nathali’s 
reaction to one of the pictures of my band on which the three of us stood on a car, an old car 
that we had bought for 50 guilders. Dick and i stood on the back and the front of the car with 
guitar and drumsticks in our hands, Wouter with his bass on the roof of the car. At least from 
the perspective of two lovers who have found each other for the rest of their lives, Nathali 
was a bit too enthusiastic about the guy standing in the middle and a bit higher than his 
companions. She wanted to know who this guy was. From a logical, love or attraction 
denying, perspective, this was a silly question. It was obvious. “Wouter, the bass player”, i 
confessed. Indeed, Wouter looked good on that picture. With the same non-partiality i could 
see that he was not as handsome as the guy on the front of the car looked, not as loving, not as 
intelligent, but anyway. As with many band pictures one could see who was or were the 
creative brains behind the music, or even the heart of the band. I didn’t get it why Nathali was 
interested in Wouter, even though he was a good guy. She had me. And if two lovers had 
found each other…. But the road of humiliation in the land of love was a long one. I would 
need to take quite a lot of currant buns with me not to starve on the road. 

Wouter was very different from me. Was Nathali like Iris? Were most girls like that? 
Was Nathali really interested in me if she could, at the same time, be interested in a very 
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different type of boy? Wouter was quite ‘in the energy’, so to speak, energetically present, not 
consciously. And he had a firm body. He was the strongest boy in primary school. Wouter 
was the body – i was the Heart. Wouter was moving about in the lower spheres of life, unlike 
me who moved in the higher spheres. Was Nathali then interested in the lower spheres? Was i 
fooled, already by then, to believe that a girl or woman was especially interested in love? Was 
love even secondary to her and a firm body her first choice? Weird. And fuck, it looked as if 
sooner or later i had to take this subject of ‘my girl’ – or girls in general – being interested in 
other boys seriously. If even Nathali had this tendency, if this happened even in such a 
sublime love affair – and her letters, the things she wrote only seemed to prove (to me) the 
fact of its sublimity – did it exist at all then, a love relationship in which a girl would only be 
interested in and be completely satisfied with me as her beloved. 

Again, i sort of ‘decided’ that this must be possible. Let’s just forget about the stain. 
When Nathali would meet me again she’d feel overwhelmed by the huge love i felt for her. I 
trusted the Heart. Despite my experience with Iris, i didn’t really have any idea yet that 
Woman might be somewhere else in fact, that she functioned from another place, not from the 
Heart. 

The only serious big stain during that utterly romantic year – and the earthly reality 
didn’t have a chance to spoil the romance, since we hadn’t met again all that time – was when 
two boys from the village, Buzzard and Penal, the brother of Jenny, had come to hear via 
Henry U. of what they thought was my conquest. They were not really friends but somehow 
we kept meeting them here and there time and again. They were two of the greatest examples 
of being embedded in the dirty atmosphere that hung around the subject of boys and girls that 
i had always tried to avoid as much as possible, that literally, physically, disgusted me. 
Watching some silly volleyball match before or after our own match, i ended up not far from 
them in the gallery. Buzzard turned in my direction and bent towards me and, my goodness, 
the mean dirty laugh appeared. Some of the teeth were shown while he pulled the corner of 
his mouth backward. When he had bent far enough to be heard by me, Buzzard was silent for 
a few seconds. Then he said with a twitched voice: 

“I heard you have done something… right?” 
“What do you mean?” 
“You know what i mean, hehe… in France… with the girl… hehe hehe.” 
I couldn’t speak. I wouldn’t have known what to say anyway if i could have. I could 

only feel, as so often. And i felt a huge discomfort. 
“You do something at least”, he continued. “The others are too cowardly to try 

something.” 
I still couldn’t speak. 
“You kissed her, right? Was it nice, hehe, was it nice?” 
Penal who had followed the ‘conversation’ joined in now and came standing behind 

me, to help his friend slurping the last litres of purity out of me. He took the attack over, in 
fact, since his friend didn’t get much of a response of me. 

“She was in bikini, right? Right? We have heard this.” 
“Did she have big ones? Hahahahaha.” 
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I had a few moments in my life that i just wanted to disappear. That i imagined the 
ground below me suddenly opening and i was gently being let down on a small platform, not 
too slow though, until i had completely disappeared and left the situation behind. I’d appear 
somewhere else above ground again. This was one of those moments. 

The ground, the earth, was resistant. I couldn’t escape. 
“Have you touched them? Hehe hehe.” A short break followed so that they could 

laugh together. 
“Henry didn’t say if you have touched them or not. Have you? Have you!? Huh? 

Heheh.” 
“Have you done more? Hehe heheh.” 
By then i didn’t know any more which of the two was talking ‘to me’. And in a way, i 

didn’t really hear what they were saying to me. It all went down to be stored in my 
subconscious. 

What an attack against love this was. I was only well aware of the fact that in this 
attack i somehow had to manage to keep the words and the dirty energy out, not to let them 
touch me, in order to protect Nathali, to protect our love. But not by going against them, by 
arguing with them, or by saying ‘leave me alone’. Then i would already go in the shit they 
were dumping on me. I was very well aware of the fact that i had to keep these two 
completely different worlds separate. I had to act as a woman when she was being raped and 
her consciousness left her body. And without reacting to the guys, keeping the two worlds 
separate didn’t seem to be too difficult, since they didn’t seem to have any connection or 
overlap whatsoever with me. They tried to rape me, rape love, but they could not succeed. It 
was another world. They didn’t make contact. I was not inclined to either. 

Somehow, they used facts from ‘my’ pure world to trigger and arouse and satisfy their 
apparently dirty nature. It is, for that matter, not that i was really busy with ‘my purity’, or i 
was certainly not using this word. Looking back, however, and viewed from a deeper 
perspective that includes (an understanding of) the Duality of Life, it is obvious that this 
Force that wanted to protect me from being swallowed by – and even from being touched too 
soon, too intensely by – the Lower Dark Force, was very Active through me. It’s also true that 
we live in a culture wherein Purity is suspect, to say the least, and there is a tendency to 
almost distort the truth because of the judgement against purity, a tendency that i would 
follow if i didn’t See this tendency, a tendency to defile Purity that is here so as to be safe 
from judgement and other attacks against it and to rather Work from the Heart in secret. 

No, at the time i didn’t get it why they borrowed facts from Purity to satisfy their 
Lower needs. I didn’t want to know either. It was all way too early for me, certainly. They 
tried to dirty Love. That’s what i did understand. They didn’t know love. They didn’t even 
have a girl – let alone love. And now they tried to destroy mine. Even though it was not their 
conscious intention, on an unconscious level this was actually what they were doing, or trying 
to do. When Wouter laughed so loudly and as a happy child at his own sexual jokes, it was 
bearable somehow, not so disturbing, not destructive as how these two guys with their dirty 
energy approached the matter. Wouter expressed such a sincere total whole-bodily given 
innocent joy about the stupid unloving jokes that i couldn’t help laughing over and with him 
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sometimes. They were not dirty, the dirty jokes out of Wouter’s mouth. What Buzzard and 
Penal said and asked was pure dirt, already, before they had spoken a single word. There was 
no free joy, only dark meanness, cramp, hate almost, hatred of love. 

I still managed to keep the Light and the Dark separate. The love dream continued 
therefore. Nathali and i would meet in spring (1982). She wrote she would come by train and 
many many times the scenario played before my eyes: how i would wait in Assen for the 
agreed train and the door would open and there she was and, gee, she was beautiful and we 
embraced like in a movie. I would lift her from the floor and she, still hanging in the air, 
would be kissing me like crazy. 

But, she postponed her visit to the summer. She couldn’t make it in spring. Love is 
patience. In the beginning of the summer though i received a letter in which she didn’t say 
that she would again postpone meeting me or anything like that. She didn’t mention our 
planned visit or holiday together at all any more. Instead, without explanation, she wrote that 
she would go on holiday with a girlfriend and two cousins – boys – somewhere in the South 
of France. I was flabbergasted. I couldn’t believe it. I… What to say. What to think. What to 
feel. I couldn’t write back to her, as i always did immediately upon receiving a letter, just like 
she had done. And next weekend, at the rehearsal of our band, i was supposed to sing my 
song “Nathali” just like before. 

After two weeks, i received another letter of Nathali. She supposed i hadn’t received 
her previous one somehow. And she wrote as if nothing had changed. But for me something 
had changed. By keeping the change of plans in the dark, the plans that we had both been 
looking forward to so much for half a year, she had lied somehow – even though i hadn’t used 
this word at the time: in my heavenly love for her i couldn’t combine these two yet, love and 
lie. But it was true, she was unfaithful to ‘our’ love, to Love Itself. I couldn’t overcome this 
betrayal. I couldn’t manage not to be aware of this. I couldn’t just play along with this strange 
game. I couldn’t act as if it all doesn’t matter. I couldn’t write her in return. If i had written i 
should have told her the truth. Only, for one thing, i didn’t know exactly what the truth was 
here – or not at all. She was too far away to know what was going on. My intuition was sure 
however that things were not all right. If it came to giving things back, it didn’t make things 
easier that i was brought up in freedom. That meant, in this case: if she, or whatever it was in 
her, really preferred to go on holiday with other ‘people’ – although i felt behind her words 
that her male cousins were not just ‘other people’, even in case they were truly cousins, 
indeed – i couldn’t say anything about this. Painful or not, she was free to do whatever she 
felt she must do. 

It’s not that if we had lived closer and i had received more information of what was 
going on, i could have Pierced through the Lie, also not when ‘Lie’ was obvious in itself. My 
consciousness was still far from developed enough for me to be able to. I didn’t Understand 
the fact that sooner or later, in every contact of Man and Woman, ‘Lie‘ shows up. It cannot be 
otherwise. And it’s up to Man then, it’s His Natural Task, to Pierce through the Lie, to See-
Feel it and to give it back, beyond any form of problematizing. This is done to Free Woman 
from the Lie She’s attached to in Her Prison and that, in the End, She doesn’t Want to live in 
either. She, beyond herself, Wants to Love. Without being ‘backed up’ by a developed 
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consciousness in the field of Man and Woman i didn’t have the disposal of the energy needed 
to Pierce through the Lie – since in me, and in general in the few people who might also live 
as One Heart, Consciousness and Energy were not two different, separate Forces. 

No, i was not Free myself (yet). I was no Man therefore (yet). Somewhere in me i 
Knew that if i as Man would tell Nathali the truth, she would not only dislike this but, very 
probably, it would end our love affair. I didn’t dare yet, i was not ready yet, to give myself, 
my truth – or Truth Itself – to Woman. How can (a) Man give the truth to Woman if this truth 
is not Clear. In that case he has no Power to support his words, his energy. Energy without 
Clear Consciousness is Powerless, even though it can do a lot of damage. It is Powerless if it 
comes to Truth Piercing through the Lie. It would be like when i had pushed Nathali in the 
water, a poor attempt. Woman’s Energy was much too strong for (being impressed in any way 
by) attempts. 

There is not only Man, however, and his Process of Finding out the Truth. There are 
Two. I Knew i would lose Nathali if i (had known the truth and) had given the truth to her. 
Rationally it didn’t make sense to hold in, i would lose her anyway now that i didn’t write 
back. Was i hoping for a ‘sorry’ or an unexplainable return of our love as how it had been the 
whole previous year? I didn’t understand. I had to go into ‘the dynamics’ with Woman, into 
the struggle. I couldn’t just wait for the miracle to come. It’s true, i had made an important 
step: i could ‘just’ go to a girl i liked and who seemed to like me and start talking to her, or 
something like talking, and even kiss with her. But now, how to keep the girl… The fact that 
Nathali and i were separated by 1100 kilometres was in itself already quite complicated. Well, 
it seemed that love knows no distance and no time and this corresponded with my inner 
feeling, in fact: i could have easily waited another year for my beloved. But the earthly reality 
was suddenly a cold shower. If Nathali could not feel my lips on hers she ran away with other 
boys sooner or later. 

But apart from the distance, how to keep a girl, for earth’s sake. With Iris i hadn’t 
managed to, with Liz not, and now with Nathali ‘i’ had screwed up again somehow. Again, 
Woman triggered me to the point where i needed to speak, where the truth needed to be said, 
or at least to be written… and again i failed. It was not that the ‘truth’ was absent here. I felt It 
everywhere in and around and beyond me. I went to bed with it and i woke up with it. Only, i 
couldn’t get it out, somehow. It was stuck in me. As long as the Lie was not Clear, the Truth 
wasn’t Clear either. But this didn’t mean that It would be absent. 

So, i didn’t write Nathali any more. I withdrew from the mud by not asking her what 
happened, why she didn’t feel like meeting me any more, and at the same time kept writing 
me, why she suddenly betrayed our love. If we would never meet again and only write, hadn’t 
the truth of Love being timeless, transformed into a Lie then? I was not against humiliating 
myself to ask these things – the ‘self’ here was not just less important than love, it was non-
existent in comparison – but somehow i couldn’t find my way through the mud, the thick fog, 
the resistance of Woman to Man that i hadn’t identified yet as such. The matter didn’t end 
with this one time that Woman, when the moment of meeting arrived, resigned at the last 
moment. In Her Duality, the other side shows suddenly up when the manifestation of Love 
seems to threaten. In her mind she may have excuses why other things or meeting other 
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people are suddenly more important, this doesn’t take away Her Basic Fear of (or Resistance 
to) Love, to the actual Manifestation of It on an Earthly Level. It’s bigger than a woman. The 
deeper Oneness threatens to manifest Itself through Love, the stronger the Other Side in 
Woman becomes, the tendency to separate, run away, hide, make drama and so on. But, well, 
i was not yet at the stage of realizing this. 

Only eleven years later, in 1993, hungry for having contact and getting closer with a 
nice woman, i wrote Nathali again, but that might have been just too late for her. She didn’t 
respond. 

 
In the meantime, the first year at university had passed, almost unnoticed. I was not so 

much busy with it. It was not my thing. I was born to love, not to study. For most subjects my 
mark was just enough. There were a few exams that i had to redo in August/September. I 
honestly tried to read the stupid books but i just didn’t succeed. I had mostly read comic 
books up to then. To read – and even learn by heart – those absurdly thick books full of text 
and with hardly any pictures was hard, inhuman. I was forced to learn summaries. 

I had chosen Sociology as my studies. This seemed to me to be the least bad at that 
moment. I had considered studying at the conservatory, since i really loved music and my last 
guitar teacher had told me my playing level of classical guitar was certainly sufficient for 
admission. Unfortunately, i had asked my mother about the level of education, if conservatory 
was just as high as university. I still see myself sitting there and asking her. No, she said. It 
was higher vocational education, not the same high level as university. Hearing this sad news 
i hardly considered conservatorium still a serious option. I was used to going for the highest. I 
didn’t even think that i could do otherwise. In football, and especially in volleyball and table 
tennis i had reached the highest on the regional level, which was sufficient. I was used to 
being allowed to play competitions ahead of my age. I was unfortunately not yet aware of the 
fact that, in fact, i didn’t want to go for the highest, but, in the end, for the deepest. 
Automatically i projected this urge to go as deep as possible into Life on the world of form 
and so i assumed i needed the highest form of education – as if a complex equation in 
mathematics was higher than “The four seasons” of Vivaldi or “You take my breath away” by 
Queen. Completely absurd. It was an utterly stupid submission to the norms of society, if not 
worse, but i did it. For seven years i struggled through university study, which turned out to 
be boring as a dog. 

My choice of Sociology instead of conservatory is the only thing, the only decision i 
have made in my life, that i really whole-heartedly regret, still, after all this time. Apart from 
the fact that if i had joined the conservatory, if i had just followed my heart, i hadn’t had to 
read many kilos of books of 4 centimetres thick, i was very well suited to going to the 
conservatory with my creative background and love for guitar and singing, love for music in 
general and love for playing in a band. I was very well suited to do something with my 
sensitive ears and hands, something that rose from the quality of my feeling heart. I shouldn’t 
have let myself been driven into the teeth of the monster of the mind. How stupid can one get. 
The interest in hierarchy, classification and ranking of my earlier youth – and the related drive 
to be (among) the best – started working against me. If only i had known this – and known 
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that the interest in the content of the mind was, in principle, a temporary phenomenon starting 
in the second half of the teens, coincidentally just when the decision for the studies is made. 

I must say, however, that there was another, not negligible, reason for the fact that i 
‘miraculously’ didn’t end up at the conservatory where i would have felt at home, or at least 
much more than in the dry Sociology department. This reason was Fiona. She would also, that 
same year, join the conservatory in the same town Groningen. I was tired of ‘having to’ meet 
her every day during the breaks, ‘having to’ meet this question in her eyes every day, this 
desire for love that i couldn’t offer her, constantly giving me the feeling that i had to do 
something else than i did, constantly giving me the feeling that i should be someone else than 
i was. This was so very tiring. I was fed up. I couldn’t bear it any more, no matter what a nice 
girl she was and how good our contact was. It was almost like a repressed nightmare, the 
scenario that our acquaintance would continue for the coming five years just like the last year. 
Terrible. I wanted to be free, not feel her eyes in my back or wherever when i danced or sang 
or kissed or was in whatever way intimate with another girl. 

 Well, for that reason, for (the opportunity of meeting) a girl, i shouldn’t have gone to 
Sociology, but i didn’t know that when i signed in. The brochures for seducing you to study 
Sociology hadn’t confessed the quality of the girls. In the first year of Sociology there were 
60 girls. That might have seemed good news for someone who is easily and possibly crazily 
in love. But, and i could hardly believe it, all of them, all 60, and no matter how kind most of 
them were, were far from what i considered to be a girl. Not to say ugly… although I’m a bit 
hard now. No wonder i had buried myself in the heavens with Nathali for a whole year – even 
though i had this quality of faithfulness to one woman in me anyway. I couldn’t feel attraction 
to any of the 60 girls. They were all just way too far from the divine picture of Man and 
Woman i carried in my heart. I had been deluded by my mother and society in their claim that 
appearance didn’t matter at all. And it was, anyway, not only the lack of femininity in their 
appearance that made me fail to recognize ‘girl’ in the females. A girl’s appearance could, in 
principle, show already if we fitted together or not. God, i would be stuck with them for the 
coming 6 or 7 years. In the worst case a new Fiona would be after me on top. Whether or not 
one might have thought i was spoiled by associating with beautiful girls in the past – Brigitte, 
Iris, Liz, Nathali – i didn’t care, there had to be a beautiful woman by my side or no one: 
Nature was bigger than me. I hadn’t invented harmony and disharmony. 

Psychology was crowded with nice and pretty girls. Sociology had only dry 
somethings – i didn’t know words for it; Sociology taught us other things, other words, ideas, 
concepts. Why did i accept my fate. Why not switch to a study with girls, certainly if i didn’t 
care any more about studying anyway. Who or what was it that i was ‘faithful’ to in not 
switching studies. Did i need to prove something or was i just bluntly stupid? Exaggerated as 
it may sound, the un-girlishness of the creatures at Sociology – together, of course, with my 
stupidity to accept this fate – was a (small) part of the background reasons for my decline in 
the course of my twenties. I couldn’t attune to – or at least i didn’t find – any girl all these 
years so that i could have stayed more down to earth. This is somewhat paradoxical. Being 
with a girl, as i found out later, ‘kicked me up’ if i didn’t manage to do something with, to 
transcend in my body-heart, the natural resistance of Woman to Man, of the Form to (Return 
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into the) Formless. The opposite, however, being bereft of ‘girl’ kicked me up as well, but in 
that case i – being a Heart-Fighter – couldn’t fight myself a way down to the earth, needing 
Woman’s Resistance for this. So in those years of university i went increasingly Up, helped 
by an overkill of letters in books i ‘had to’ plough through in order to pass the prelims. 
Practically, it was just easier to come closer to a girl in a steady setting of school or work 
when i could meet her daily or at least regularly. Girls felt safer in such a setting to allow a 
man to approach them than when he was a complete stranger. 

A third factor in my choice of sociology was related to going in the same direction as 
my father. I had asked him what study provided the best preparation for becoming a 
criminologist. I took it as a serious option to succeed him. He was a famous criminologist in 
Holland. At the dining table he often told stories about his profession that got to me 
somehow. Especially the fact of giving a form in society to an inner sense or conviction that 
things are unjust as they are and something needed to be done about this, was important to 
me. This wouldn’t be easy by studying music. Although there was more to say about it, to me 
in that time making music seemed in general more about pleasing instead of, in the first place, 
trying to fundamentally change things. To me moral was highly important, to do something 
good for the world instead of merely entertaining – even though, true, the lyrics i sung were 
obviously protest lyrics. 

 
What now, now that my great love affair with Nathali was over after a year, and now 

that i was disappointed in a girl’s unfaithfulness. If even the strong love and big longing 
Nathali and i felt for each other turned out not enough, what then? At the same time it didn’t 
seem to really get me very deeply. As i have said, my band Hemisphere was the most 
important thing in my life. But, true, this primacy of the band was of course not wholly 
unrelated to the fact that there was no girl. 

To look for a nice girl i went out with Henry U. sometimes to a stupid disco in Assen 
or, more often, in Groningen. Stupid, indeed: i really didn’t like the energy of discos, which 
was far from ‘me’ – too clean and dark at the same time. I went there purely to meet a girl. Or 
sometimes we went to another, better, dance hall. Unlike Henry i sometimes danced, on my 
own, to bearable music, when “Beat it” of Michael Jackson came on for instance. As far as 
dancing as an activity was concerned, i liked to dance on my own, better than dancing with a 
girl. In the latter case i couldn’t dance as freely, or at least considerably less freely, the girl 
being constantly in my awareness. Sometimes i danced so wildly that it aroused aggression in 
the typical disco blokes. A few times i had a narrow escape when such guys came to me and 
made it clear that i should never do this again, although they were so kind at least to clearly 
ask if i understood what they meant. But what to do, if totally unexpectedly, in between all 
the bad music, “Stairway to heaven” by Led Zeppelin came out of the speakers – this heaven 
happened only once – or, more than once, “Running with the devil” by Van Halen. 

In one of those dance halls, named Warhol, we stood in a section a bit away from the 
dance floor, not far from the bar. We got in touch with two girls who were sitting at the bar, a 
bit older than me. They were smoking those terrible cigarettes which many young people 
somehow did in their despair. And they drank wine – whereas i hated both drinking and 
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smoking. As far as the latter was concerned, i once tried to inhale cigarette smoke. I had to 
cough so very much and intense that i never tried again, certainly not when even the taste of it 
was awful beyond words. Concerning drinking, i had tried a few times to sip from some 
liquid with alcohol but i had to give up as well. It seemed nice to be a bit drunk but the price 
was too high, the taste way too bad. Nature was somehow stronger in me than anti-nature. 

Despite her smoking, one girl was quite beautiful, her long blonde hair reaching her 
buttocks. Since Henry – stupid of him, but all the better for me – started talking to the other, 
unattractive girl, i didn’t wait so long this time to say something to the blonde one. I was, to a 
certain extent, flexible in my preference for types of girls and this type hadn’t shown up 
before on my silent preference list. But i liked the girl anyway. She would not fit me, but i 
liked her. She had something strangely indifferent around her that i had never met before. It 
was very strange, but attractive at the same time. It was like life itself was embodied as her, 
life without plusses or minuses, without serious joy or sadness, without moral, just normal life 
itself. We talked a bit about uninteresting things. I began to understand, more seriously or 
consciously now, some weak points in me if it came to getting closer to a girl. One was 
certainly having a conversation and keeping it going, which was difficult when it was about 
nothing. Somehow, i had to learn to take away my attention from talking, not to let myself be 
distracted by words that for other people were just a flow, an energetic flow but for me carried 
a content. Being focused on the content made the contact much more complicated. I had to 
learn to switch off consciousness, just like you switched off the light when you would go to 
sleep. This was terribly difficult for me being, from birth on already, more conscious than 
those in my environment. It was all the more difficult since somewhere, on a deeper level, it 
was in fact my Direction as Man to add or bring Consciousness not only to the conversation 
but to Woman in general. This felt Natural to me. But now, to be accepted in Woman’s world, 
i had to switch off ‘myself’ in order to be able to – later? – give Myself. I had to Switch of 
(Man’s) Consciousness and swim – if not drown – in (Woman’s) Energy. A seemingly 
impossible task for me, even if i saw that other boys or men were very easy going in this 
respect and that it should be possible therefore, theoretically. They became (part of) Woman. 
They smiled at moments when i couldn’t. What’s more, they smiled all the time when a 
woman seemed to be interested in them or even when this was not clear at all yet. 

I proposed to the girl that we should dance. Unlike most boys, i felt more at home in 
dancing than in talking about nothing and smiling. The girl agreed perfectly indifferently. 
There was no sign of joy that this was what she had been waiting for. But, true, she didn’t 
show the slightest form of repressed aversion or doubt either. I was so clever to invite the girl 
for dancing when i heard a slow song starting, perhaps that one of Champaign, “How about 
us”, I’m not sure. I had seen sometimes people ‘slow-dancing’ as they called it. This meant 
that man and woman danced slowly, quietly and very close, possibly even holding one 
another. This slow-dancing looked promising to me, at least with this blonde girl. This was a 
great alternative to freaking out in dance. 

Indifferent and without a request or other form of invitation on my part but totally 
naturally the girl let herself fall into my arms and nestled her body close against mine. If it 
hadn’t been so natural, i would have been surprised at the naturalness by – or as – which she 
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allowed this nestling, this perfectly indifferent nestling, like going home after a day of work 
or after the cold and settling down in an easy chair or a warm bed. I never had something like 
this with a girl, this naturalness of our bodies finding each other, without any fuss, without 
any greed or longing or asking. Gee, it felt really good, standing there suddenly with a 
beautiful woman who was completely strange to me in my arms. The dance itself was the 
easiest of all dances. You just had to remain erect – easy – and the rest went by itself. I felt 
her body under my hands. I felt her warmth, her surrender – a surrender for the moment at 
least, and no matter that it seemed like an indifferent surrender. I moved with her body a few 
steps here, a few steps there. By now she had laid her head against my chest, although she 
wasn’t really small. I could see past her how Henry was talking to the other girl, the ugly one. 
Poor Henry. But he was an ass-hole anyway, trying to chat up and having a diner with Iris 
while he knew i loved her and was still with her that second time – even though it hadn’t been 
clear to me that more boys were kind of with her. 

How nice to feel the girl’s body so close and touching mine. I couldn’t care less that i 
didn’t know her at all. In fact this ‘not at all’ was a lie. That i had never seen or met her before 
half an hour ago didn’t mean i could not feel in any way who she was, how she was, even 
when it was difficult to find words for this. I could feel and see easily that we came from a 
different world. She was not so conscious and i wouldn’t have been surprised if she was part 
of some motorcycle club and hung around with the hard rockers, a scene that i wasn’t part of. 
But this was not relevant, nor was the fact that the chance of a relationship with her might not 
be so big. Our slow-dancing was perfect. 

To my – or our – luck, the next song they played was slow again. We looked at each 
other. Or in fact it was our mouths looking at each other. They came closer. And indifferently, 
but again totally naturally without any hesitation or hurry, she kissed me. I was kissing a 
stranger. Officially this was strange. Nobody who’d seen us would have thought we were 
strangers, me included. We didn’t even know each other’s name. I knew her mouth, and her 
slightly dreamy but relaxed eyes. I felt her fine hair in my hands. We even didn’t know our 
own names any more. But we kissed. And kissed. More slow songs. Perhaps the deejay liked 
our kissing. More slow dances. More slow kissing, her tongue moving in my mouth, 
indifferently and sure. I could not talk, i had no words but i could kiss. And i didn’t have to 
learn this in fact, it went by itself. Once the first disgust of kissing (with Iris) had passed, 
everything went of its own accord. The girl took the time to carefully lick my lips as if she 
wanted to extract something, without any effort though. She plainly took what she felt was 
good for her. Things were not right or wrong or any possible problem. I really loved this 
uncomplicatedness of the girl. And so we had a nice evening together. We had hardly said a 
word to each other, the kisses outnumbered them by far. The kisses spoke where words were 
poor and hopeless. I was in my element this way. 

Then her girlfriend came over. She wanted to go. I could certainly imagine this after 
talking so long with Henry U. Indifferently my girl started preparing to go. Strange – and also 
not strange with this girl. She returned to me to give me a goodbye kiss. 

“What’s your name”, i asked. 
“Eline”, she said. 
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Eline put her hand bag over her shoulder and left, indifferently. I was stupefied. This 
was all so extremely weird and yet so very natural. How could i think anything of this. No 
idea what to think. Later, when i had become much more conscious, i could have thought: this 
is duality, as if that would have made any difference. Yes, at that moment i could have 
thought that i’d like to see her again, and again. That i’d like to kiss her more, again. That i’d 
like to touch her body. I could have thought that probably we wouldn’t have fit together. That 
her other world would never become mine, or mine hers – and yet this attraction. I could have 
thought that it was crazy to be so intimate with someone and then just leave as if nothing 
happened. I could have thought there is more to life than a beautiful perfect indifference. I 
could have thought, just as at earlier occasions on which i didn’t understand how a girl 
functioned: ‘I don’t get it. How for heaven’s sake is this possible? It is not possible and it 
happened.’ I could have thought that the problem of keeping a girl was actually quite an issue. 
But i was blank – still blank, as during the kissing. This nature without words, without 
understanding… 

Except her name all i knew of her was that she lived in Amersfoort, 175 kilometres 
away. I would never see her again. Never. Never. We kissed, we hugged, i felt her breasts 
against my chest, we were one body – and also not – and this was it. The word ‘never’ kept 
resonating in me. The meaning of never. It was impossible to get. Eline. Kissing. Body. 
Surrender. Never. Despite my earlier difficulties in understanding girls’ ways, i had assumed i 
was not stupid, if not the opposite. But i didn’t get what happened here tonight at all. The 
mind had developed fast in me ever since i was 14, but for this evening there was no place in 
my world that life had composed of up to then. 

Anyway, i was happy i had met Eline, also if i would never meet her again. Indeed, i 
would never meet the perfectly indifferent girl again. Never. 

Not often, but a few times i joined Wouter and Dick and a few of their friends on 
Saturday night to some disco in some village not so far from our own. At one of these 
occasions, in The Golden Bully in Zuidlaren, i was standing near the dance floor. Of course, 
also there, in The Golden Bully, i was looking around to see if there was a nice girl 
somewhere. By then it was still not totally clear to me that this was finally the only reason i 
went to these dark smoky dance halls where the music was usually ridiculously loud, 
distressing and pitiful instead of uplifting, and where people were slowly getting drunk. The 
latter didn’t improve their normal deplorable state. They seemed to become a bit freer with 
alcohol. But, often their inner aggression came, more obviously, to the surface, and this was 
for me not the same as becoming somewhat freed from it. The cramped atmosphere, always 
present in dance halls, especially in discos, didn’t loosen up by people getting more or less 
drunk. For me this meant i had to watch out even more for certain types who somehow had 
difficulty with my mere presence, with my being so different from them, with being a mirror 
in the end. They felt like beating themselves up through me. The period where i was respected 
by other boys especially during primary school was definitely over. One time, out in 
Groningen on my own, in the middle of the night, i was walking in the most notorious 
nightclub street, the Pepperstreet, when i looked beside me for whatever reason, but in 
retrospect, i can say i looked beside me because of some very bad energy nearing from the 
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front. Whether i had better looked straight in front of me and faced the approaching danger or 
not, all of a sudden my legs went away from the earth. From one moment to the other my 
whole body was hanging in the air. Some big muscleman, very big, though not tall, had lifted 
me up and held me in his hands in the air. It might have been one hand. Somehow, i didn’t 
feel like investigating the issue in more detail. 

“Not again, huh? You won’t do that again, huh?” the muscles spoke or murmured in 
the regional dialect, ugly as the dialect of the village and the province i had left behind, his 
companions watching the scene from close-by, waiting for a possible sign if the boss would 
say: “Okay, go ahead”. I sort of assured muscleman that i had no intention of doing it again. 
And after a while of standing there with me in his hand(s) – while passer-byes acted as if 
lifting people, strangers, was a normal pastime or practice like tying your shoelaces – he 
didn’t know what to do with me any more and put me back on the ground. Although, during 
the transition of boys into what seemed to be ‘men’, the respect for what seemed to be ‘me’, 
had gone, i was still not interesting to beat up. What certainly helped was that i didn’t resist 
the physical hierarchy of men on earth. I easily submitted to it. It was completely irrelevant to 
me. Nothing was threatened or triggered in me when someone wanted to prove that he was 
physically stronger. This is, of course, all very well for me to talk, not being abundantly gifted 
with muscles, although i was not bereft of muscles either (it’s more like i lacked fat around 
them): i found challenges in totally different areas. 

Now, in the Golden Bully, i stood there again near the dance floor, on my own, with a 
glass of apple juice in my hand – in itself a good reason to be beaten up. Usually nothing 
happened. The event with Eline was the first time that something had ever happened in all 
those nights in dance halls that i had to bear the noise, the smoke, the bad energy. I just stood 
there, senselessly, sometimes for a change standing somewhere else – a relatively big 
happening on such a night – or, also remarkable, changing from apple juice to orange juice. 
Or changing from standing on one leg to standing on the other, or even on two legs at the 
same time. That was an evening in a disco. In a disco, it was impossible to have the sort of 
meditative attitude as i had on parties at secondary school. The cramp was much too big. It 
was rather a matter of survival – of the fittest. Usually i was the first one to become 
exhausted. 

Sometimes Wouter or Dick came by but also didn’t know what to do with me, so they 
soon left me alone again and went back to their friends. As band leader, i was another person 
tot them. When i felt affinity with something and certainly when something came directly out 
of me like my songs, i felt inspired. As a visitor of a disco – as a part of the many – i couldn’t 
be Me. I wasn’t flowing with – nor drowning in – the lower energies, which were for other 
people. This would have made it possible to have what is considered a normal easy-going 
conversation about nothing. In fact, i didn’t consider this a problem at all, strange as it may 
sound to the ‘normal’ ears of people who are or feel dependent on the many. I never had the 
feeling there was something wrong with me, even when i functioned differently from most 
people. I wasn’t part of nor dependent on the Many, i belonged to the One. I didn’t need to be 
liked, to be accepted, to be loved. I Myself was the Love(r). ‘The many’ had never been True 
for me. I had never been successfully seduced by the crowd, by the Force that wants us to 
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submit to how things seem to be and should be according to the blind eyes of the many, the 
others. Already in making sums at primary school, i didn’t feel like adjusting to the average, 
to the crowd, and i would always stay that way. 

My seeming ‘handicap’ or social clumsiness was certainly related to the fact – which 
was unclear at that time – of me easily taking over and a lot of people’s energy, their 
unconscious cramp(s), which sooner than later depleted ‘my’ life-force, which turned out to 
be not mine. Above all, the pain in my belly was always big when i had survived a tiring night 
and was biking home. At home there was peace to put a hand on my belly and feel how bad 
the situation was. If i had known that this pain in the lower belly was related to sexuality, I’m 
sure i would have thought that i would be the one who had some sexual cramp, repression, or 
whatever trouble. The overview in this subject came only much later, including Seeing that 
‘i’, this specific consciousness-energy constellation, am so very open that i, not only 
sometimes but incessantly, take over a person’s and, on macro level, the world’s cramps 
(related to whatever) in me – and, here, specifically, the tension related to people’s 
disconnection between sex and love (or the heart), where the Heart has broken into Two, into 
form and heart. 

In me this separation was not the case and therefore, by Law of Nature, i had to feel 
other people’s unconscious pain in this respect. I didn’t know sex could be separated or 
different from love. I didn’t really know what ‘sex’ was, in fact, since for me it didn’t exist 
apart from love. The one time when i felt a strong urge to spend the night with Iris, aided by 
her stimulation of the sexual hormones in me, it was not to have sex with her. Giving a bodily 
form to love was still part of love. Love seemed to want to take on bodily forms, to want to 
express itself by meeting and touching someone of the opposite sex. I wouldn’t have known 
where and when suddenly sex could come into existence. Hormones or not, it all happen in 
Love. 

A bit further away from me in The Golden Bully i saw a girl close to my type dancing, 
at least as far as her appearance was concerned. I didn’t know yet that ‘my type’ didn’t exist, i 
was still busy discovering what ‘my type of girl’ was. Her attitude didn’t fit ‘my type’ – this 
‘type’ coming closest to Brigitte and Liz of the girls i had met, even though these two were 
rather different – but what to do. It was not up to me. I had to deal with what reality offered 
me. I had anyway never met a girl that fitted ‘my type’ exactly. Wouter dropped by with the 
usual dirty beer in his hand and a smile on his face. Apart from talking about the future of our 
band i had something to say this time: ‘I like that girl.’ 

“That one? You don’t know who that is? That’s Kala. Kala Osdorp. Hahaha.” Wouter 
had to laugh because i hadn’t recognized her though we had shared some three years together 
in primary school. I was stunned. Kala. I couldn’t put together the shy movable, if not fidgety, 
and relatively small, and not really attractive to boys, Kala with this tall beautiful and 
apparently steady proud queen. Wouter continued laughing. He used everything as an excuse 
for laughing. 

“Nice dish, what?” 
I didn’t like this. It was already complicated enough to absorb, understand and process 

in me this huge change in Kala – that such a dramatic change was possible in someone – and 
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now i was also forced to make the switch from a beautiful girl to a ‘dish’. I was almost twenty 
now but i still didn’t get it, this ‘dish’. I still didn’t get it why beauty had to be again and 
again destroyed in this way. 

When Wouter was gone again i nevertheless prepared to approach this unknown 
acquaintance. But now that we had become older, and were suddenly and very obviously in 
different bodies – one in a male body, the other in a female body – suddenly become man and 
woman without warning, every word i would say to her, every look i would throw at her, 
every little touch i could possibly have with her, would be so different now, would carry a big 
load now; this could in no way be compared to the ignorance of the past. Now, being 19, i 
knew, i knew something, although i didn’t know what. The time of innocence was, if not 
over, at least penetrated by a load on everything. Whether i was guilty or not, the weight was 
on my shoulders now. I had become co-responsible. I couldn’t sneak out and run away any 
more, like i did at the age of ten, eleven, when the boys and the girls were messing around on 
the roof of the bicycle store. I had become part of the mess and felt this urge inside to 
approach Kala, to come closer to her, to the other world. I needed to Know this queen that she 
displayed. Sooner or later i had to accept this cruel fate and after many ‘almosts’ – like when i 
wanted to walk to Nathali – i walked finally in Kala’s direction. For now, i had forgotten what 
Wouter had added to his short description of Kala’ new status: the fact that she was in 
Playboy now, with fully naked pictures of her body. I hadn’t really gotten this part of his 
words, it hadn’t really penetrated me. It was not part of my world. I didn’t know what 
Playboy was. Standing in front of Kala, feeling some kind of energetic power or presence 
radiating from her face and perhaps from her whole body, i was not into recalling the past, if 
she still remembered me, long time ago and so on. Instead, i simply asked her:  

“Would you like to dance with me.” 
“No,” she said snappily and right in my face. 
“Oh,” i replied. And i returned to my former place. 
It’s true that this time when approaching a girl i hadn’t checked and double-checked, 

and again, if the girl in question liked me too, if she was interested in me, or perhaps very 
interested. Only if i was almost or one hundred per cent sure about this i could approach a 
girl. This time i assumed that our common past, in which we felt at least good about each 
other, gave me some kind of right to have contact with her that could perhaps lead to a closer 
form of contact. I was wrong. It turned out now that the past didn’t exist. It appeared i have 
no credit. This was a completely new situation now. And i couldn’t help having the 
impression that Kala looked down on me a bit, or maybe quite a lot, i didn’t know. This 
simple ‘no’ and the way she said it and her looks that accompanied her sentence, were enough 
for me to feel that for her i was far from being (a) Man – as if it was almost absurd to have the 
face to ask her to dance. It almost felt like she took revenge on me for whatever unknown 
reason. Or in general, revenge on ‘man’. 

I didn’t feel totally at ease with this ‘no’. Of course, she had every right to say no 
when she didn’t feel like dancing with me or when she didn’t like me anyway. That was not 
the point. This ‘no’ had a deeper meaning somehow. It showed me, before my time, how very 
far i was from being Accepted in the earthly reality of Woman, from being Loved by Her. 
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Although i wasn’t bothered by the ‘no’ itself for too long, it triggered in me the beginning of 
an awareness (of a more earthly character) of the distance between Man and Woman. As man 
i was or should be naturally ‘afraid’ of this No of Woman somehow – although ‘afraid’ 
wasn’t the right word. By operating very carefully in the world of boys and girls, allowing 
natural sensitivity, by not taking much risk if any, ‘i’ had managed to postpone the ‘no’ – the 
‘no’ that, if fully Consciously allowed, revealed an earthly reality in which Man and Woman 
were so far from one another that most people would never want to know about this and 
rather stay safe in the dream that they are together. The ‘no’ would reveal a pain Man is 
supposed to feel and that is so big that no man would ever volunteer for, even when he had 
known that, via a ‘strange’ mirror effect, he is feeling and meditating Woman’s Pain, in fact, 
related to Her bonds to the Earth. The postponement – albeit i can’t say it was ‘me’ who (but 
rather a Force that) played an active role in this postponing – had worked very well until now. 

 If Woman was Waiting for ‘me’ at all, for Something in me, for Man’s Heart, she 
didn’t seem to be aware of this. At first glance Kala said ‘no’ to me, to this (lack of) man, to 
how i was in that moment. There was no doubt in her voice. Other girls like Iris, Liz and 
Nathali seemed to need a little more time – albeit not so much more either – but the result was 
the same anyhow. No. An unspoken ‘no’ was also a ‘no’. I couldn’t deny this. And yet the 
pain of it didn’t reach me yet in its potential depth, hardly at all in fact. I didn’t really get the 
‘no’. Even though Kala had said it – and she was the first to do so – straight in my face, i still 
didn’t get it. I didn’t get it what it was to be ‘rejected’ as they called it, to get the mitten. I 
accepted reality. No was no. It would still take ten years in all before i understood the NO in 
full depth, whole-heartedly and whole-bodily. Compared to the depth and the impact of that, 
the ‘no’ of Kala is hardly worth mentioning. 

I didn’t get the ‘no’ for, on a deeper (but, at that time, unconscious) level felt 
Woman’s Call to me, Her unspoken and unpronounceable Call to my Heart. And somewhere 
in me i felt i could give Her something in this respect, indeed. I felt i could, not make her 
happy primarily, but give something Beyond that, something Beyond all earthly hustle and 
bustle that included happiness and joy and temporary things like that. How then, if She was 
Waiting for Man, for a Heart like mine, could i be rejected? It was almost as if Woman or a 
girl rejected herself when she said ‘no’ to me. (Much) later I – or Consciousness Itself – could 
confirm this. My function as Man did not have to do with self-obsession, with the issue of 
being rejected or not – even though this was not unimportant in the whole Process of Man and 
Woman, in which Man sooner or later is supposed to wholly Feel this fundamental Rejection 
of His not Embodying Man (yet) – but was related to guiding Woman to a Place where She 
could(n’t but) See-Feel that and how She rejects Herself. 

It was weird. I could feel this fear of being rejected and ‘i’ seemed to be part of the 
process of postponing it from becoming actual, perceptible, and yet when it happened i 
couldn’t Feel it as such, although it hurt just the same. 

Much much later i was reminded of this event with Kala’s ‘no’. When i accidentally 
had to pass through a street with whores in the red-light district of my home town, and when i 
did no longer feel the need to bike around those streets but could take the short-cut, i learned 
that whores turned away their faces when they saw me passing by. And only then i could 
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relate some events of my past to the fact that the Whore in a Woman is very reluctant to meet 
the Mirror, and turns away instinctively. I don’t think Kala disliked me. She had to say ‘no’. 

 
Sometime before the ‘no’ event i was one of the last remaining participants of the 

yearly open village volleyball tournament, to go home finally. One girl had remained till the 
end too and loitered so long that it almost looked like she was waiting for me. Indeed, she 
came biking besides me as i set off. Although a girl’s world was still another world for me – 
certainly not allowing boys and girls to bike together as if it was a normal thing that could 
sometimes happen coincidentally – in this case it felt natural to bike next to her. Although i 
hadn’t recognized her at first, she turned out to be the older sister of Kala, almost the opposite 
of queen Kala. She felt much humbler than her sister, kinder and more patient. Half-
consciously and yet without a doubt, i felt she wanted to be with me. I felt, like never before, 
that a girl, this girl, could, in one moment, just like that, slide into and become part of my 
world. She didn’t have anything to save or protect like Kala. Without doubt or reservation, 
she would suddenly be with me as if it were totally normal to be together from then on. Of 
course, all this was unspoken. That i was not fully conscious of what i felt and knew didn’t 
mean i wasn’t sure of this, despite how strange this synchronicity may seem. She had no 
resistance to me somehow and something in me registered this. I didn’t know what to do in 
the situation. The sister was not attractive like Kala, she was no queen at all, she had no pride, 
no drive. Whereas Kala was full, full of herself, full of Energy – there was no space left for 
Man – in her sister there was some kind of emptiness instead that might be filled if she were 
with a man, possibly with me. Something else was attractive but this was something from 
another world: her interest in me and, especially, and related to this, her (possibly) total 
willingness to submit to and flow into my world. No-resistance to Man in (a) Woman is 
attractive. 

This lack of resistance to me made me sing while i was biking next to her. She 
listened and i remember vividly how she then said that she never sang and how shocked i 
was. Someone who never sang… I had never thought about this, that something like that 
exists. Life was full of miracles. Only talking, looking, working, travelling, sleeping and 
eating – no singing: this must be quite a strange kind of hell she lived in. I tried to imagine 
myself never singing and felt strange during this attempt. 

It was just a short distance before our paths to different houses split, so i couldn’t 
figure it all out, what should or could i do with this girl that wasn’t as obviously attractive – 
she didn’t even have long hair as her sister ‘suddenly’ had. I didn’t know fast enough what 
my role as a young man should be in such a case: to just follow a girl’s opening for me, or at 
least try to find out what this was about, or to go my ‘own’ direction, to follow where i 
seemed to be naturally attracted. I didn’t yet know that i didn’t exist, that there was no ‘me’ 
with its own preferences, no Maarten with his specific attraction to a certain kind of girl. 

We said goodbye feeling very nicely to each other, warmly almost. I didn’t see her 
again. It seemed the Call was not strong enough – or i couldn’t hear it that well yet. This was 
rather the love of the sameness of heart and i didn’t know what i could do with a woman 
there, what my role would or could be. I was not waiting for another Fiona – at least not yet. 
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Kala was an ‘other’. I could do something with her, even though i didn’t know what yet: it 
was in the air that things would happen if we had been together. There was work to do. I had 
to bring her back to ‘me’, somehow. But Kala said ‘no’. She said No to me before i could 
even start. Kala pointed out my current position, my status on earth. She put a word to what 
was not manifesting but was sort of floating in all other girls, girls i had been with in 
whatever form and to whatever extent and in girls in general. I needed the ‘No’ to do My 
Work. Without Woman’s Resistance Man’s Heart is not Activated and cannot Work. It’s True 
that if the No is total, Man can’t do His Work either. From the Perspective of a Fruitful 
Process of Man and Woman, Woman should Attract Him and then say no. If Man cannot Feel 
the No, the Process cannot really be set off yet. Only much later, when i was 30, would i be 
seduced by the Woman who, after quite a bit of checking and waiting and postponing, finally 
considered me worthy and capable of Feeling the No of Woman to Man. 

 
At the beginning of my second year of my study at university – i was just 20 – i 

moved out from the parental house to Groningen to live in the small and only room upstairs in 
the same small house where my brother lived. A year earlier i had planned to live there but 
the reconstruction of the house took a whole year. Although i visited quite a few fellow 
students in their rooms, i didn’t really make friends that first year, even though i had to keep 
one person at bay. My ‘friends’ were still the few from Vries; the ones of secondary school 
felt already quite far away from me. The second year, however, i became friends with two, 
somewhat older, boys who suited me and would stay friends for the entire rest of my studies 
and also afterwards for a long time still. 

At the same moment my father also left the parental house to live in Groningen on his 
own. Or, actually, he was kind of kicked out by my mother. In all the years they had been 
together she, if she didn’t wholly accept, at least – in her indestructible love for my father – 
tolerated his many sexual escapades with other women. But now he had gone too far with 
one, preventing him from still being present in the house when he was there, from still being 
someone in a family. From being together with my mother, from speaking to her. When my 
mother told him not to come home any more, he had to admit, crying, that he couldn’t be 
there any more, not really – and, later, that he should have moved out earlier: he had mainly 
been still sitting in his chair playing chess by mail with his opponents far away, smoking 
cigars and drinking, sometimes a lot. 

Another illusion splashed on the hard shell of the earth. Many parents around us had 
split up over the years of my youth – or should have – but my parents were still and would 
stay together. I had almost been proud of this. And yet, i was not shocked by the break either, 
if it touched me at all. I don’t really think so. It was rather a relief that he left, it seemed. He 
was truly a good guy, my father, but rather – and despite the paradox – self-centred (although 
not selfish) and he couldn’t deal with Woman, with the Female Force. Well, he loved to 
penetrate women, but not to really Enter them. In general, he preferred to and went into the 
many, instead if into the One. He didn’t enter Deeply (if at all) one Woman to get to Know 
Her. Like the vast majority of men he was not interested in getting to Know Woman. He was 
‘interested’ in himself or rather, instead of being interested in it, he was a slave of the self – 
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since he had never really entered and found out about the self and its illusory character. As so 
many men were and are, he was deluded in assuming that it’s better to reside in Man’s free 
world than in Woman’s world of problem, quarrels, dissatisfaction, lack of fulfilment – well, 
self-evidently, it is much easier, indeed, but does a Real Man go after what is easy? His job 
was done if he had penetrated a woman’s body when she asked for it or when he wanted it 
and she didn’t object. Many asked him. As a gentleman, he could not refuse such a humble 
request, to penetrate her physically. For the remainder – and although he loved us – his duty 
was to provide his wife and children with enough money so they could live with a reasonable 
standard of living. Yet, i can’t say he was an average man, and in some ways he was an 
example, especially when it came to his sense of justice, his honesty, his capacity of 
relativizing and the notion of always honouring one’s word. I wasn’t average either, yet i 
would develop in a very different way. 

The woman who had finally managed to make my father and mother split up, was not 
interested in my father as a man any more after my father had left the house and my mother – 
a story that is far from unique. After many years of – forgive me to say so – fucking like 
rabbits with my father, she turned lesbian, why not, what does it all matter. She needed my 
mother’s love to be able to ‘love’ him. She could not love him like my mother. After some 
years after the break he ended up living with another woman in a house again – even though 
he had said he was not suited to live with a woman in the same house. My mother, however, 
always stayed ‘faithful’ to her love for him – also when they officially divorced much later – 
and since the break she’s been single already for 35 years, ever since she told him to go. 

What to say? A woman doesn’t easily tell the man she loves that he must go. It was 
very painful and she cried and cried till her tears were eventually done and she had to give up, 
she couldn’t reach him. For her he really must have gone too far. What he ‘did’ was in fact 
what he failed to do. It was not the making love with another woman, intense as that was, that 
urged her to tell him to go. Since my father ‘s interest in a woman didn’t go much further than 
adoring her and making love to her, he was not aware of how he got more and more ‘fucked 
up’ by fucking the ‘lesbian’ so intensely, without feeling what happened to him, to his inner 
world, to his energy and consciousness. If a man is so intensely physically close with a 
woman he must know what he’s doing, deeply feel what is being transmitted in the dark into 
his heart, body and consciousness, or at least and in the first place feel the transformation that 
his heart, body and consciousness undergo. My father was against feeling – his weakest point, 
as far as i was concerned – and thus he became a prey to the unstopped, unnoticed, unSeen, 
not-Felt Female Force that, by Its Nature and not out of bad intention, Kills a Man’s spirit if 
He is not Aware of what is going on. Without Consciously Feeling, a Man is done when he 
goes into the Dark Cave of Woman. Conscious Feeling is His Torch in the Dark – no matter 
how painful it gets. 

As i see it now, he had been deadened the last years he had lived in the parental house. 
He never knew why or how – which is not easy if the fact of being deadened itself is not clear 
– he never put the relationship with the woman who desired him so much, who needed to test 
him if he would let it happen, his relationship with my mother being screwed up for good ‘by 
her’, by her Female Force, into question. He did let it happen. He didn’t fight back. He 
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submitted to the Sexual Force Woman is by Nature Associated with, if not to say that Woman 
Is This (when and in so far as She is and wants to stay Separate from Man). 

 
In that period i had an experience of a totally different kind, not related to anything 

happening here on earth – it seemed. It took place in Vries in my parental house. Since i still 
played table tennis and volleyball in my old village, i often travelled to and fro to Vries which 
was only 20 kilometres from Groningen – usually i biked. At that time i played at a relatively 
high level so i had to train a lot and sometimes i did sports 5 times a week. Also, to rehearse 
with my band Hemisphere i had to return to Vries every Saturday, but i was already there 
anyway due to the table tennis on Friday evenings. So i slept again in my old bedroom in 
Vries, with the old pictures still on the wall, pictures of animals and pictures of pop musicians 
like Ann and Nancy Wilson of Heart, Stevie Nicks of Fleetwood Mac, Kate Bush and the 
guys from Rush. 

I cannot tell if what i had was a dream or a vision or something in between. These 
phenomena in the subtler worlds cannot always be clearly distinguished from one another. 
Anyhow, if it happened while i was ‘officially’ asleep it was far from being a normal dream. 
It didn’t look like it at all. I had dreamt enough to say that in all certainty it was not a dream. 
There were no events following one after the other. There were no persons. There was no 
time, it seemed. Something was Shown to me instead. There was a certain Constellation in the 
Universe. Two endless ‘somethings’ were shown to me that had a very long, limitlessly long, 
‘form’, although they didn’t have a real form, in fact. It was as if something – these two long 
‘somethings’ – was Shown that was Always There but in normal daily life we didn’t get to 
see, since it was hidden from us. It was a deeper form or blueprint or matrix of the same 
reality as this one here but then its Basis, its rudimentary Original, not embellished or made 
ugly or in any way distorted by the endless variety of deluding forms here on earth. 

And Somewhere, in this Constellation, ‘I’ existed, ‘I’ without form. And this ‘I’ was 
Pulled or Urged, Drawn or Forced, to Go in between these two endlessly long ‘somethings’. 
The Nature of the Universe, the Nature of Being, Imposed this on ‘Me’ Beyond supposed free 
will, certainly. Beyond what ‘I’ could possibly want or resist. The latter, wanting or resisting, 
was totally irrelevant. Even Non-existent. ‘I’ Had to Go there. And ‘I’ Went. The option of 
‘just watching’ was not Realistic somehow. ‘I’ was Endlessly Drawn into the Space between 
these two ‘somethings’. There was truly no end to it. It was not so that ‘I’ was endlessly small 
compared to these huge long shaped things in the Universe. ‘I’ had no form and was Endless 
Myself and ‘I’ Had to Go in between these two invisible subtle forms – invisible, albeit with 
‘my’ Eye ‘I’ could easily See them during this vision, transparent as they were. ‘I’ could See 
straight through them and See what was ‘behind’ them and what was in principle not different 
from them. ‘I’ was some kind of an indefinable Power or Force that Had to Go into the 
Universe. This Universe was One as Two somehow. ‘I’ Made it One – again, and from the 
Beginning – by Going into and in between the Two, by Reconnecting Them. ‘I’ Was the 
(Re-)Connection. ‘I’ Was What Kept the whole Universe Together. 

At the same ‘time’ it seemed ‘I’ would never succeed as there was no end to them, to 
these Two. But then again, there was no failure either. There was just this Process Going on, a 
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Process without end, a Process without goal, without sense. The process of ‘Me’ ‘Going into’ 
– albeit from the Beginning not being separate from – the Universe, Penetrating it, with no 
form, with Only Myself, the Formless. There didn’t exist any right or wrong, anything 
possibly good in what happened or possibly bad. It just happened. This Process was all there 
was: Me, One, Going into the Two – strange, paradoxical or even superfluous as it seemed, 
for ‘simultaneously’ these Two Were Always Already (Integral, Indissoluble) Part of the One. 

It was only many years later, already after Realization of Reality happened here, that I 
could identify these two ‘something’s as two Legs, Endless Universal Legs in between which 
‘I’ Had to Go. ‘I’, as Man, as the One, Had to Penetrate Woman, She, the Universe as the 
Two, as Duality. I had to Find ‘my’ Way in between the Two, The Legs of the Universe that 
would eventually take shape in a human female body as two ovaries, through which the 
human universe would be reproduced, if Man fertilized the egg, the matrix of the form. 

Things must not be turned upside down: Seeing the more than symbolic comparison, 
the Sameness, it’s not being said that i ‘just’ would have to penetrate one or more earthly 
woman-bodies, female forms – or even ‘limitlessly’ – and then My Drive as Man that I Saw 
in this vision at night would be accomplished, fulfilled, would be successful. What on a 
deeper level – on the Deepest Level – Needs to Happen, will take a form, Its Own Form, in 
the denser levels of existence, in the world of form – not the other way round. If i would be 
and stay Faithful to the Deeper Forces ‘My’ Work could be done in the way It Should Be 
Done as viewed from the Deepest perspective, in Truth. If i would mistake the – inherently 
Female – Form(s) as my work – that is, if i would restrict myself to penetrate the forms, as 
my father had done without being Conscious of What he was doing – I would fail, ‘my’ Work 
could not happen. 

This didn’t mean I should overlook or disregard the physical aspect as ultimately 
irrelevant. That attitude would screw up ‘My’ Work as well. Rather, it was My Work to 
‘Prove’, to Show – Only by Being Me, Being Man, which is a hell of an Ordeal in this Female 
world of Form – that the Formless and the Form Are the Same in the End. This could not 
work out at all when disregarding or discarding either side of the coin, be it the Formless or 
the Form, if i would, even in the slightest or subtlest way, choose one of them, be it the One 
or the many, the many-formed Form. The Father chose the many. And the Son? Would the 
Two-Legged Universe delude him too? Could the One be deluded, truly? Could Woman – or 
the Earth – ever really bear it to be Penetrated by the Formless One instead of being 
penetrated by Herself, by Form, by male forms? 

Although I was not into it – sex – It seemed that sooner or later ‘I’ had to ‘sacrifice’ 
Myself to it, in order to get to Know it, to get to Know Woman in Fact, to Understand the 
Universe from Within, in the most direct way. 

What a huge ‘amount’ of Unconsciousness I had to Pierce through. What a mountain. 
What an earth. What dust. What mud. What fog. What a Woman. 

Nevertheless, the vision I was shown made ‘Man and Woman’, Duality, much easier 
to understand later. The blueprint in me had happened and couldn’t be undone any more. But 
later, indeed: For a decade still the vision didn’t manage to make my understanding of 
Woman rise up beyond level zero. 
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Summing up my experiences with girls up to then, it might already look like quite 
something – and, true, some boys had none at the age of twenty. Still, one closer physical 
meeting with a girl per year since i was 16 was not really very much, certainly not considering 
the ‘amount’ of love that was burning in ‘me’, the depth of love in or as Me that needed 
content to become aware of itself and to manifest itself as such, as Love. One kiss event with 
a girl per year had to still my drive, my hunger for (manifesting) love. In that sense they were 
long years after i had received my yearly kiss. My love for Woman was so big that this was, 
in a way, an absurd situation. And yet it had to be that way. The boys who couldn’t find this 
love in themselves, but could find merely hunger, should be the ones who were physically 
received by girls. This was part of Girl’s Law. I couldn’t change this – not without first 
Meeting and Manifesting the Man in ‘me’. Something in the Girl, her lower part, was 
distracted by and attracted to a Wouter, when she looked on a picture with both of us on it – 
no matter that ‘Man’ didn’t Manifest in Wouter either and was, in fact, further away in him 
than in me. 

I had to learn, in all humility – or, otherwise, in becoming humbled by it – that the 
Resistance of Woman to Man, to Really Allowing (Her Love for) Man, to Really Allowing 
His Love, His Total Embrace of Her, was incredibly big, so fucking huge that it was only 
good that i gradually came to learn about this, gradually felt this Resistance more and more 
Deeply. Otherwise it might have been too demotivating, too much to bear at once for a young 
sensitive Heart. 
 

Being 20 now i had the ‘right’ to a next experience, a next kiss for that year. It came, 
as always, unexpected. I couldn’t have imagined something with a girl to happen in my own 
village. The village was to grow up, play, do sports and so on, not for ‘girl’. ‘Girl’ had to 
come from afar. If something happened, it was somewhere else. That was normal. Even when 
a girl fancied me, like Liz, she immediately moved out from our village to give our potential 
love a chance. 

There was quite a big party in our village, organized by my volleyball club. Up to then 
i hadn’t joined these parties, held two times a year, as it somehow wasn’t ‘my sphere’. What 
wasn’t inspiring either was the fact that there were no nice girls at our club, at least not my 
age. A few women had something attractive, but i was just 20. This time i went, though. Not 
because i had to celebrate my annual kissing, but, related to this, my hormones had become 
active. The hormones’ sphere of tolerance seemed bigger than the one i identified myself 
with. Hardly having entered, still on my way to the dance floor, worming myself through the 
crowd, a young woman of the volleyball club, Pandora, gave me a broad smile. Hm, i had 
double feelings about this. The smile evoked a bit of the feeling of being the ‘dish’, 
something i couldn’t stand when men talked about girls in that way. I hadn’t a position yet in 
case it was the other way round, if a girl found me an appetizing dish. 

In fact, in all the previous years i had never talked to her at our club. There had never 
been an inducement. But, i had a strong feeling she wanted to ‘talk’ to me now. She was six 
years older than me. This should have been a lot, if not too much, but the hormones told me to 
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shut up. It seemed she loved hormones. Immediately upon seeing me and smiling she grabbed 
a piece of clothing i wore and said in bliss: 

“Oh how nice, how very beautiful. What a great blouse!” Highly pleased she rubbed 
and stroked the piece of cloth over my body. She couldn’t get enough of it. It seemed rather 
exaggerated to me. 

“It fits you so well. Look, it perfectly suits your body.” And again she began, or 
continued with relentless spirit, stroking me, officially my blouse. The smile on her face was 
relentless too. I was not against receiving little compliments for whatever insanity but this 
was beyond all proportion. I didn’t know what to say. I had an impulse to say where i had 
bought it but, despite my earlier pondering on my difficulty in going with the energetic flow 
and not bothering about the content of the conversation, i found this stupid. I must ‘admit’ 
that i was not insensitive to her female hand continuously checking out my body and 
apparently approving of it. I found myself in a strange situation. I had grown up in this village 
but i was definitely not a village-boy or type. All these villagers around me… It was all right 
for them to see me with Pandora as far as i was concerned, but something in me resisted being 
swallowed by the atmosphere, by the dull or dim ‘energy of the village’, the narrow-
mindedness, resisted becoming part of it. Although the village had been increasingly 
pervaded by people from outside, which was not bad for its energy, you could feel still very 
well the old village energy, in turn also affecting the newcomers. I was glad when Pandora 
and i left the madhouse behind – a live band was playing covers and we had to shout in order 
to say something. Outside i took my earplugs out and we walked away, arms around each 
other’s waist. Once outside we started kissing like crazy. 

Pandora had just ended a relationship with a guy, nice guy, of the volleyball club, who 
was my volleyball trainer of that moment, in fact – or they were still involved with each other, 
this was not at all clear to me. He entered the party. Well, at least he didn’t find us in his own 
bed, like had happened when Britt’s man had entered the party at that time. He approached. I 
didn’t think the good old blouse trick had worked, when i had put the blame on the incredibly 
beautiful blouse. He passed us, with a suspiciously broad smile. Anyway, he didn’t kick me in 
the ass when he saw us together, already quite intimately. And i didn’t get a special treatment 
when the volleyball training had resumed. He didn’t seem to mind. He even looked happy. 
Happy to be relieved of the problem? That some other guy was about to take over finally? 
Hm. 

In turn, i was burning to share my love with a girl, physically and otherwise, but 
certainly also physically by now. Pandora was overwhelmed by my kisses and stroking; 
“Gosh, you’re such a sweet boy. I’ve never met someone like this.” i saw her surprise, some 
confusion and appreciation, indeed. It was quite a long walk to the area where we lived – or 
stayed, in my case, since i had just moved out. Before we reached the point of splitting to 
continue the last little part of the way to our own houses, Pandora asked if i felt like joining 
her to her place. Sure, why not. In itself, she was not ‘my type’ – and, worse, she had cut off 
her hair very recently: the eighties had started, nature should be tamed again according to the 
many. Long hair could have compensated somewhat for not being my type. But it seemed that 
if i was too critical, nothing or almost nothing would happen with girls. If i had to Go Down 
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into Woman, and Manifest the Love i felt inside, i needed experience. I couldn’t stay on the 
sidelines, sort of judging the whole scene, or at least noticing year after year that my princess 
still hadn’t arrived, strangely enough, that she was rather late. 

Well, things had happened with nicer girls, beautiful girls, mysterious girls like Liz. 
Pandora was not mysterious at all, on the contrary. Nonetheless, she had something attractive. 
Apart from not being ugly, she was burning with energy and also attracted to me. Now energy 
was not something i had ever fallen (or would ever fall) in love with, but i was not against it 
either. For having nice physical contact it might be not so bad for a change as a matter of fact. 
The fact that Pandora felt attracted to ‘me’, already made her, of itself, by nature, somewhat 
attractive to me, in principle, although the attraction on her side was not enough reason in 
itself to go along with an invitation from a girl. 

At her house we came to lie on the couch somehow. It didn’t matter at all. The kissing 
and stroking proceeded, now horizontally. I felt, in this big energy of her together with my 
long and unwanted continence, quite free, freer than ever before with any girl, to touch her 
here and there and seize her. For a long time our bodily struggle continued. Indeed, this was 
my first real bodily fleshy struggle with a woman, ‘beyond’ the soft and more romantic 
touching and kissing that i knew already. There was no romance possible with Pandora, but 
this alternative wasn’t bad, so far. For three hours, we went on struggling. For three hours, my 
penis was hard and big and present. And i didn’t hide this fact any more, like i had done so 
carefully with Iris, in the beginning at least. I pressed my penis against her body. Quite a 
change with the past. Sometimes a piece of cloth went off and landed somewhere on the 
ground, also the ‘incredibly beautiful’ blouse. It was not important any more. Crumpled and 
deserted it lay there on the floor. How much time would it take before Woman’s taste and 
mood or preference would change again and i’d be lying there, crumpled, crushed, wasted. 

At a certain moment Pandora took my penis out of my pants and took it in her hand. I 
had no idea what she wanted to do with it. But that there was a fuss on earth about this penis, 
so much was certain. If only i remembered Jenny once, she being 13 years old or something, 
seemingly in some kind of hysteria and running around screaming: “I’ve seen it. I’ve seen it!” 
She meant my cousin Wolter’s penis. Probably she gave him a raider or mars or something 
similar in return. There was no fuss here now: Pandora stroke my penis and not long 
afterwards asked me if liked to join her upstairs to her bedroom, to her bed. Sure. And close 
behind one another we went upstairs. 

But then something interesting happened. Walking the stairs behind the unknown 
woman i realized this would be the first time i would have sex with a woman in the way it is 
supposed to be. My penis would enter her body. I was ready for it, it seemed, certainly 
considering my hard-on of 4 hours, but also in general the time seemed to have arrived. 
However, and despite the fact that it would be my first time… everything was suddenly so 
normal, so fucking normal! Something in me – or Me – was repulsed by this. Where was the 
Romantic Union of Man and Woman that I seemed made for and at least very fit for. Where 
was my Big Love. What was i doing here. Pandora was all right but not my Love. She was 
not My Woman. This was sex, this was going to be sex. 
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 Wasn’t this the cynical ‘revenge of the village’? ‘They’ didn’t want to see me 
walking with Iris through the deserted streets, with a girl for whom i felt love. They didn’t 
want to be confronted with love. They gave me Pandora instead – sex instead of love, as if the 
old earthly laws should be respected and no one was exempted from the law: we were all 
equal, as the village said. No one was allowed or able to escape ‘the village’. 

Pandora took off the remaining clothes and i pulled off mine. We would continue the 
love struggle, now completely naked, and this time i would have to enter her body with my 
penis. What had to happen has to happen. Only, halfway the stairs, when it struck me how 
normal everything was, my penis became smaller, halfway, stuck between hard and soft. We 
lay down on bed and made love again. In itself it was nice to feel her whole naked body now, 
not just a few parts of her skin. And my penis grew again a bit from this. Soon, after all the 
preceding hours of flirting, kissing, hugging and stroking, the moment came that my penis 
‘had to’ go into her body. A long struggle started. She was extremely wet down, after our 
previous hours of making ‘love’ with clothes on – so enormously wet that i would never meet 
this a second time in my life. The juice, whatever it was, was all over and yet, it couldn’t 
successfully seduce my penis into the opening of her body. I had no overview of what 
happened down there. My mind might have had other pictures than what was real. I imagined 
a huge open space in her vagina wherein i got lost somehow. My penis would never manage 
to fill that huge space. Somehow, i didn’t feel the freedom to just look down what was going 
on and maybe going wrong – maybe, as i didn’t have anything, no standard or experience, to 
compare this with. It didn’t cross my mind that i could give my penis a helping hand to enter 
the body of the woman waiting for me. I felt somehow that i was not entitled to look or give 
the whole thing a hand. It had to happen of itself – or not. And it didn’t somehow. Gee, what 
a grim struggle that was. It took much too long before i gave up finally – perhaps 20, 30 
minutes altogether. Sometimes i had the feeling, but again i didn’t dare to check it, by looking 
nor by asking, that my penis was a little bit in her body. But later i had to modify this 
assessment. I just failed to enter her. And at a certain point i was fed up with the whole show 
and went off from Pandora to lie down beside her, a bit apart from her. 

I had to conclude that my penis was simply not hard enough any more to let the 
normal procedure happen. Normal, indeed. It was all too normal. Since the realization 
halfway the stairs, I, something, was not into it any more as i had been before. I had given 
myself completely before we went to bed – all my physical love i had loved to give her – but 
then something changed. There was a Force at work through me That didn’t Want the Union 
in the Flesh to happen. My penis turned out to be Faithful to a Deeper Law than the law of 
forms, the law of hormones, the law of woman’s ovaries. I Responded – and Had to Respond 
– to a Deeper Call in Woman. The call of (a) woman for my male body was not strong or 
deep enough to be heard – yet. She almost could have taken any male body. She didn’t need 
mine especially. This physical offer was not My Offer to Woman. If She treated Me, Man, as 
a body, I couldn’t Go in Her. I Had to Go in Woman, but this, what i was doing now, seemed 
not to be the way – not yet at least. If ‘Something’ was lacking I, by just entering a physical 
body, would have been unfaithful to the Divine Woman I Loved and Who Loved Me. 
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Although she appreciated it, Pandora couldn’t receive My Love and that’s why she 
couldn’t receive My penis. My penis was not mine. It was not separate from Love – like her 
vagina seemed to be. It was not a thing – to be used by Woman for her desires of the moment, 
nor for having children. It had another Function. It was an extension rather than an instrument 
of my Heart That was not mine but everybody’s. ‘My’ Heart could not yet be Received here 
on earth by Woman. And I seemed not Ready to give It yet. ‘The village’ had almost gotten 
me. ‘The village’, and all it stood for with its millenniums of darkness, seduction, dust and 
dirt, physical struggles without Love, its mean laughs related to the body. I was fed up with 
‘the village’ after these eons of the denial of Love. The village was the killing of the Heart. 
Here i was lying in bed now with the village. My failure was my success. ‘I’ couldn’t do it 
any more the way it had always been. Once I, the Heart, had to make a Stand. It was not about 
me. Everyone was tired of the show. Finally, someone had to say No to it. And this was just 
the beginning. I would Show Woman Love, not a penis. She was deluded by the penis, for 
millenniums on end. The penis was nothing in itself. It was My Heart she was Longing for. 
People had to learn to distinguish finally. 

On the face of it, it seemed i had said yes – to sex without Love and to energy without 
Consciousness – and ‘i’ had made an attempt to enter Pandora’s body. But Something was 
just Stronger. The ‘i’ that tried was not Me, it was no ‘I’. It is very close to the Truth to say 
that it was not ‘me’, but Pandora, or in general the Female Force manifesting as her, who tried 
it – via a supposed ‘me’. The ‘Something’ prepared the penis – that was not separate from the 
Heart – in such a way that it was just not hard enough to be able to enter the Cave, the Dark 
Cave of the Human Body and all it stored, not before its time. 

It’s not that at that moment i had everything as clear as later on, as now, that, lying 
next to Pandora, i could have Seen and formulated things as I do now. But certainly ‘I’ – or 
‘Something’ – was aware of the fact that ‘Something’ was missing, or not Connecting, not 
Whole. In principle, the Love was there – at least I speak for myself – but Pandora’s heart nor 
her consciousness could Recognize it. She understood my body – it seemed – but not ‘My’ 
Heart. And without Understanding, Allowing, Surrendering to the Heart she couldn’t 
understand my body either, as a matter of fact – because the body was Part of the Heart. It 
wasn’t something different, a form separate from the Heart. The Body was not a form. That’s 
why much later i often wrote ‘Body’ with a capital, just like the Heart, Its Source, Its 
Sameness. 

Would i ever be able to ‘make love’ to (a) Woman as long as She didn’t Understand 
this, as long as She didn’t and couldn’t yet Respect the Reality of ‘My’ Heart, as long as She 
thought a Body was just a body, something to be used for her own pleasure and purposes. 
Should i first make her Conscious of what the body IS, Love, before i could and even Should 
Go into Her physical Body? I didn’t know all this. ‘My’ Heart was getting ready though, 
preparing to Find Out the Truth about all of it. Things could not go on this way for ever: on 
one hand the Girl I’m in love with leaving me just like that – with no alternative for her than 
at best a well meaning guy who would never manifest himself as Heart – and, on the other 
hand, Woman making love with me in a way that was separate from love, making love with 
Herself therefore and using a male body for this. Love could not Meet thus, only meat could 
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meet. This couldn’t be True. Something in me was triggered, although it all didn’t happen or 
show itself very Consciously yet. The fog was too big yet to Pierce through it, to let Clarity 
Shine through it. Woman’s Call for My Heart was not Strong enough yet. I was not Strong 
enough yet. That’s the same thing. 

After a while of silence – an hour – in which the human drama was well perceptible 
albeit not Clear, i said to Pandora: ‘This was the first time I’ve been to bed with a girl”. I said 
‘girl’, as i didn’t want to insult her by calling her a ‘woman’. She was 26 though, 6 years 
older than me, and on the verge of becoming woman, which would, as i assumed at that time, 
mean the end of her life, of her chance to be Taken by Love instead of by life or what people 
thought life was. She also would be lost if she wouldn’t Recognize My Heart on time – or, in 
the first place, if she would mainly or only recognize the penis, only recognize the form. She 
was destined to be lost, as i already felt somehow, but i couldn’t totally allow this hidden 
insight yet, this big taboo, this Pain that was huge but was not Felt or allowed by anyone. 

“And how did you find it?” Pandora asked. I found this a stupid question – apart from 
the fact that in general questions were silly: why not share instead of ask. What could i say to 
this. Next time i hoped i would do better? It had to go as it had to go. I had preferred it if she 
had shared what she felt. Why should a man share. This wasn’t natural to me. It was not about 
me, not about what i would personally feel. Totally irrelevant. It was about My Heart, not 
about my words, my sharing, ‘my’ feelings that were not mine. She was the one who should 
share. Then i could share ‘my’ Heart, upon what she said, felt and thought; i could put my 
Heart over it and all around it, give what she had shared its proper place in the whole, give the 
supposed form back to the Formless. 

But i was far from this situation yet, where my Heart could Create the natural situation 
in the relationship between Man and Woman. Firstly, for one thing, i had to learn to share 
‘feelings’ as if it would be me myself – as if they would not be Woman through ‘me’.  

Since that Man, that Creator of the Heart, wasn’t Here yet, the Man knowing that 
questions don’t need to be answered – they are just questions – i squeezed out after five 
minutes: ”Needs getting used to.” 

Two weeks later i met Pandora again, after again some party for the volleyball club. It 
was at the local pub of Timtim, a typical place where people went after some event had 
finished. It was the same cafeteria-pub where Jenny had bought the raider for my cousin and 
that, as it turned out afterwards, she was supposed to stick in her ass, according to my cousin. 
The same pub where the village boys and men usually tried to scoff my brother and me by 
calling us ‘the cola boys’, us being the only boys in the village who didn’t drink beer or any 
other kind of poison with alcohol in it. That we drank orange juice and apple juice didn’t 
enter their minds somehow, being just one step too far to understand or to even ridicule. 
Drinking cola was ‘soft’ enough to pay us a bit back for being the brains of the village; in 
villages something that tends to consciousness is not popular. The pub where they tried to 
ridicule our being vegetarian ever since i had said that i didn’t eat meat. Every time they saw 
us they started on the subject immediately. The pub that had only three music albums, as it 
seemed: ‘The year of the Cat” of Al Stewart, “Hotel California” of the Eagles and ‘Dire 
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Straits’ of Dire Straits. Nice albums, but they got a bit polluted by the atmosphere of the pub 
that was permeated with a repressed depression of life. 

Pandora sat at the bar, between some local guys. When she saw me entering Timtim, 
she turned on an enthusiastic smile, almost as energetic and joyful as our first meeting. Seeing 
how she looked at me i automatically, without having time to censor my mind, thought we 
would end up in bed again that night. I didn’t Understand the Deeper Forces (fully) yet, that 
we shouldn’t Meet in the Flesh. The Deluding Force was – still – very strong in me, telling 
me i should please a woman. If my penis was what she wanted, she should get it somehow – 
at least if there was a rudimentary form of sexual attraction. What could be lost by going 
along with it? 

Well, theoretically, nothing. The Heart stays the Heart, whatever It does. Only, in 
earthly reality things are not that simple. If manifestation of the Heart is Part of the Heart’s 
Being – as It Is – one cannot just do anything, unless, in the exceptional case, one is provided 
and blessed with a very strong feedback system, if one’s Body feels things and makes it clear, 
one way or another, when something goes ‘wrong’, when something goes (too far) astray 
from the Natural Way – and follows society’s ways, including unfettered sex as part of 
society’s form world, of its form obsession. 

It’s true, the first 32 years of my life i was very much deluded by, what i would call 
later, the Female Force that is ruling here on earth, in all its varieties – deluding, ruling and 
dividing, including ‘putting’ rude insensitive ‘men’ or male bodies in positions of power that 
have nothing to do with Man but are disguised Woman and merely represent what seems to 
be the male side of Woman. In my early life i chose, almost enthusiastically, ‘woman’ against 
‘man’. Woman was apparently soft, apparently loving, not aggressive. Man was the opposite, 
hard, hairy, unloving, aggressive. Feeling the difference between ‘man’ and ‘woman’, the 
choice for me as a sensitive boy had already been made. I didn’t have to think about it, it was 
obvious. I was still far away from Clarity that i was Here to Truly Serve Woman (Earth) and 
not to please her, not to fulfil her desires but Her Deepest Drive: Man Himself. 

The Deluding Force told me now that if a woman like Pandora, with all her energetic 
power, wanted me – or, at least, a part of me – then, if i was not repulsed by her and felt some 
response to her, i could simply honour this and why not. It seemed to be so. I wrote ‘or a part 
of me’ and this is exactly what was deluding, namely the ‘idea’ or silent assumption (that had 
not been thoroughly investigated, not felt through regarding the Truth) that Man could give a 
part of Himself to Woman. This is impossible, since Man is Whole. It’s Man or nothing. He 
can’t be Cut into pieces – pieces that subsequently could be separately consumed by Woman. 
If She doesn’t Recognize Man, (as) the Whole, She has nothing. She turns into a consumer 
that will never and can never be fulfilled. 

So, in my delusion, i went to the toilet in the pub to prepare my penis. This time i 
would do better. I put my right hand around my penis, to exercise it, to make sure that, when 
the point of entering would arrive, the penis would be hard enough to fulfil its task. But all 
my well-meant effort appeared to be in vain. The meeting with Pandora was not bad in itself, 
but still, at the point of leaving the pub, it was not clear whether we would leave together or 
with our own friends. The Forces were Fighting in the Dark and decided. Reality, the Fight of 
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Forces, decided for the last option. This was in itself all right for me but also confusing – just 
like everything was confusing regarding girls. Also, it was a bit unsatisfactory somehow. But 
it seemed i had to learn to bear the feeling of being sexually unfulfilled. First being ‘chatted 
up’ by the same smile of Pandora two weeks earlier and that was coming straight from her 
ovaries, and then… nothing, that’s it. All the better, in a way: i could never become Man if i 
became a slave to the Sexual Force that is almost synonymous with the Female Force and that 
is Man’s great challenge in becoming Stronger than Woman’s gigantic energetic Sexual 
Force, becoming Stronger solely on the Basis of His Heart, His Inner Force – and not 
becoming Stronger for the sake of Power, but the opposite: for the sake of the Divine Woman 
Herself Who, in Her Divine Duality, Is, and Cannot But Be Part of Man(’s One Heart). The 
Sexual Force had to Learn to submit to Love and not take over. 

I had had my kiss for that year, no reason to complain. 
Although we still saw each other now and then at the volleyball club after the meeting 

in the pub, the only form of contact we still had was Pandora’s voice chanting my name once 
during a volleyball match to support me. I felt some energetic impulse from this in my body 
to do my best even more – although in sports, and in general, i always did my best, not 
understanding why things should be done half way – but this was not comparable to the huge 
kick i got from it when in primary school Wendy, Kala and the popular Cynthia were 
chanting my name. 

Since i had gone into sex now – briefly and not fully but still – ‘the gods’ definitively 
took their hands off me. I had to do it alone now, to find my way in the world, the world of 
Duality, without letting the Heart, the One, be Killed. As an appetiser they finally allowed me 
to have cavities in my teeth now and then, something i had been miraculously free from 
earlier. 

 
23 years later, in 2005, i met a woman, Anca, who told me her story of her love life as 

a late teenager and a young grown up. In a nutshell: for many years she had a perfect 
relationship with her boy friend. Love was obviously shining. They were happy and could not 
imagine it would ever be otherwise. Only, after 5 years she – or ‘something’ – found that sex 
finally needed to happen, and, after some struggle, they performed ‘the sin’. Their Love was 
destroyed. For many years the relationship continued but it never recovered. 
 

Was the seeming fact that the ‘gods’ took their hands off me, related to a movie i had 
seen on television at some point in that period and that impressed me to the depth of my 
Being? I was back in Vries once again and on my own and kind of by accident got to see that 
movie, ‘the Jesus movie’ – not totally by accident, since i was looking for quality movies. It 
was an Italian movie. Italian movies were my favourites, with ‘Kaos’ on top. They showed 
life itself and, sometimes, something beyond it. They were so different from or the opposite 
of the other kind, movies from the USA. Although it is too much of a generalization, yet 
applying to the bulk of them: the fake, the unreality and insincerity of the latter, their being 
soaked in ego somehow, made it literally impossible for me to watch them still: i became sick 
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from them. Already in my teens i had definitively given up on American movies, not without 
leaving room for exceptions like “One flew over the cuckoo’s nest”. 

I don’t remember too much of the content of the Italian movie – even the title – which 
touched me so much. There was a producer in the film who smelt money when he saw how 
much a certain man looked like Jesus was supposed to have looked like. He got the look-alike 
for his film and the ‘actor’ had to play a ‘Jesus’ or a Jesus-like figure in contemporary Italy. 
When the film was over i lay stretched out over the couch for a long time, seemingly blank. 
Solemnly tears flowed down my cheeks – the first tears over a movie, as far as i remembered. 
James Bond had never managed to make this happen. Tears kept coming. Something was 
deeply touched in my heart. When afterwards i merely thought of the ‘movie’ or of the main 
character i resumed weeping, although not in a dramatic way. I didn’t know what my crying 
was about exactly, although i was sure it had to do with this Jesus figure, and especially with 
the incredible goodness and kindness he showed. He was such an extremely good man; i had 
never met someone similar in my life. Finally, someone i could identify with, even though 
this form of Deeper Identification – or Recognition – happened, in a way, before its time. 
Other forms of identification and admiration still had to occur first. I was not Ready yet for 
the deepest one, for the identification with the Heart as it manifests in and as a human being. 

The whole thing, the crying over a Jesus figure, was strange to me at that time. I had 
been brought up in quite an anti-church atmosphere and even anti-religiously, even though 
my father tried to relativize or deny this later. But it appeared there were stronger Forces than 
education and, in general, conditioning. It is true that my mother, in her aversion of christian 
faith, had made an exception for Jesus. It was not his fault at all that she had had to suffer so 
much in the church, especially at Sunday school that she was forced to attend by her parents. 
“Jesus was a good man”, she said, when i had asked her once who this man was. “If he ever 
existed,” the scientist in my father added. 

Whatever was the strongest influence – being so touched by the goodness of the main 
character in the movie, the Jesus, or my mother who had earlier jumped in between my father 
and me when we wanted to fight (I’m sure now, it was the first one) – at some point i made a 
radical decision. I thought about the matter of aggression in the world, how it caused so much 
damage, pain and suffering. Whatever i could do against it in later life, in my future life as a 
scientist, and also through my songs or their lyrics, i hoped – certainly if we, our band, would 
be successful and become somewhat famous – i could and should start doing this myself. This 
was simply a matter of logic, logic from the heart, even though the mind was involved too. I 
decided never to become angry any more. 

Just like when i had decided to never eat meat again when i was fourteen and without 
the slightest difficulty had succeeded in this, i thought i could decide never to become angry 
any more. I thought the issue was thus settled from then on in. I thought i was in control, that 
the mind could decide for goodness, just like that, when it saw what was good. I had no idea 
that, by this decision, i submitted to Mother’s wish of having a good son loyal to her aversion 
to aggression, to damaging Her world of form. This seemed not too bad in itself; only, in 
pleasing Mommy that way, i lost my earthly force as Man, and it would make it harder to 
Manifest the Man in me, which was already difficult enough. 
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Around that same period, perhaps one or two years earlier, there had also, finally, been 
a book that really got me. Christiane F., the report of a teenager girl who got mixed up in the 
drugs scene. This was, finally, a description of real life. It was so realistic and the girl writer 
had written everything so honestly – just as i later would appreciate it so much when women 
shared their feelings honestly with me – that i even felt very attracted in becoming part of the 
scene that she described, but ‘unfortunately’ drugs were not my thing in the least, let alone 
prostituting yourself for money to be able to pay whatever shit they thought they needed – or 
otherwise, becoming part of the gutter side of life in general. Finally, i liked a book, because 
it was real. And also the film Christiane F. was something i appreciated. Together with the 
Christ movie it turned out that i liked to be touched by real life, by the painfulness of it. As i 
understood later when i had Freed myself thoroughly from (or, in fact, Transcended in my 
Body) the Female Force: i was unemployed when i didn’t associate with pain, with the dark 
side of life. At the time, however, i just felt strangely, unexplainably attracted – or at least 
when it was honestly displayed. 

 
As i have said, i always did my best, even when i had tried my best to fail the first 

year of examinations of secondary school, or when, too late, i changed my mind and tried to 
catch up. Also, that second year of my study of sociology i did my best: my best to, with the 
least possible effort, get the necessary marks for passing the prelims and eventually the whole 
year. Being only half conscious of this, i kind of hated to sit there for days on end in the 
books in my little room upstairs in Groningen learning all the stuff i was supposed to learn. I 
was repulsed all the more now that i had seen that movie with ‘Jesus’ and that something 
deeper had been touched in me which, deep down, without my conscious understanding, was 
inciting me, pulling me in another direction than the standard societal one; a different route 
than being educated and prepared if not drilled for a normal job, even though i wanted to do at 
least something good for humanity when i had a job later. 

Writing papers was, next to learning, not very nice either, to say the least, but in this 
form i could at least put a little bit of myself into the work, which gave more – or, rather, at 
least some – satisfaction. The thick books – sociology might have been the worst of all studies 
in this respect – were so far away from me, from ‘my’ Heart. There was hardly, if any, 
Connection between Me and the books. They were dry. Dryly i had to learn to understand life 
– without living it. A prolongation and furtherance of the separation between mind and body 
was brought about. The extent of torture inherent in a mind study is hardly recognized, 
blinded as people are by the goal, deluded by the mind. Study, the books, the teachers – 
beyond themselves and, of course, not at all out of bad intentions, on the contrary, but de 
facto – ‘wanted’ to or at least were busy killing Me. It was up to me to learn to say NO to this 
killing. This was the real Process of Learning behind the book learning. I was not good at this 
(yet). The whole society was directed at learning, for later on. Life was supposed to happen 
later. Only pleasures, during the breaks of the learning factory, were ‘allowed’. I was not 
against pleasures as such, but they were not satisfactory. I Loved Life Itself. The, almost 
systematic, Killing of the Life-Force in people was, in itself, an interesting sociological 
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phenomenon that could in principle be studied. But something in me didn’t want to be a 
student – but Live. 

Somewhere in me i Knew that Life was to be found in relation to girls, not in relation 
to teachers or books or exams. As i said, in sociology there were no girls. To me the females 
that moved around there were as dry as sociology itself – and, in a way, as dead as that, when 
there was no relation to the Man in me. 

In the summer, in July, after the second year, i went with my new friend Sietze to one 
of the Dutch islands for a few days. I really loved the Dutch islands, beautiful as they were, 
and with such a free atmosphere. For many years on end our family had spent long summers 
on Terschelling, in a cow house or later on a camp site. Terschelling has always felt like my 
second home and still does. Sietze, despite my protesting, persuaded me to go to the 
neighbour island Ameland this time, where a bit different kind of people went. 

We put our tent on a camp site for young people and it was almost full. Every other 
tent had their own ghetto blaster or something similar. A great scenario for a nightmare. We 
would stay for three nights, apparently to test the reach of our suffer-system. The second day i 
was lying alone on my back in the grass, finally relaxing in a rare moment of relative peace. I 
lifted myself up to rest on the lower part of my arms. In the far distance, i saw two girls with 
their luggage coming almost in our direction. I had to follow them with my eyes until they 
had reached the camping site. I couldn’t take my eyes off them somehow – well, especially 
not the brunette on the left. This was the promised land. New unspoiled girls, their long hair 
brown and blond waving in the wind. I couldn’t see her features of her face well from such a 
distance, and yet i felt already attracted to her, to something in her energy. No tomes were 
needed here to explain the attraction. From afar she looked like Brigitte. Was i deluded by this 
promise. I didn’t care. If so, then i had to be deluded – in order to be cured, cured from 
Delusion. The girls put up their tent three away from ours. They didn’t see me watching them. 

In the evening we went out, something that was normal to do there. The whole camp 
site went out in the evenings. Our first evening had not been a success – at least not for me – 
as i, or my mood, was always influenced by the kind of music that was played at the disco or 
the dance hall. In the end, my – or anyone’s – Body gets the consciousness and state of heart 
of the singers, composers, players and producers of the songs on its plate to process, one song 
after the other, every three or four minutes the next process. The music in De Harrewar bar 
(The Squabble) was quite bad. Anyway, the eighties had started and taken its toll, certainly 
also if it came to the quality of the music that was produced those days. We had still tried 
another disco, The Lightbuoy, but that had been even worse. Sietze, however, had got in 
touch with a German girl there and they felt attracted to each other. 

This was nice for him – although i couldn’t understand his attraction to such a girl. I 
always had this, that i didn’t understand people’s attraction to members of the opposite sex, 
how for heaven’s sake they had ended up with one another. Nonetheless i appreciated that 
nature worked that way, as this would mean that most men were not busy with the girls that 
were nice, with ‘my’ girls. Well, perhaps after my experience with Pandora i could 
understand it a bit, and yet not really somehow. How could someone be attracted to someone 
– or something – that was not attractive. Strange. It must have been the same principle as 
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when it came to smoking cigarettes and drinking alcohol. These things were dirty, disgusting, 
sickening, horrible, a repressed nightmare and yet people did them. I was convinced this was 
the same principle. When people didn’t feel what they were doing, what their Bodies felt, 
what or whom they associated with, this was the result: ending up with something miserable, 
misery that had been forgotten to be Felt. Without Feeling, people could do anything, be with 
anyone. Like my father – he didn’t feel, at least not consciously – who was friends with 
everyone. All that doesn’t feel nice was simply reasoned away – if this was still necessary 
anyhow – and one could concentrate on what was supposed to be the good side of life, the 
pleasurable side of the contact, as in this case. 

Sietze’s involvement with a girl since the first evening meant that i’d be alone on the 
second evening, and not only that evening. I understood from him that he would keep going 
with her. That was life. I was not bothered by it, if only for the fact that a potential girl felt 
more important than a friend who would remain anyway in the coming years. I might have 
done the same, even though certainly not with the same ease with which Sietze had solved the 
matter. I would have still tried somehow to combine being with the girl and with the friend. I 
was totally all right with the new situation, although i didn’t like going out alone. Well, it had 
happened a few times that i had gone out alone, when no one was free to join me. 

In general, i had become aware of a fact deeply embedded in My Being that (being 
with) a girl or woman was more important, and in fact incomparably more important, than 
having (male) friends or even just one friend. I didn’t have to think about it whether or why 
this was so. It was So. And it was not because of what cynics would say, that in the end this 
was merely related to sexuality, to having a sexual partner. It was not about as a part finding 
another part and making new parts. Although i didn’t understand what I Knew, i felt that the 
indisputable fact was related to wholeness, to the Whole. With (male) friends something was 
obviously missing. Being with a girl, i didn’t have this feeling. Together, Man and Woman, 
we made a Whole. We represented the Whole Universe somehow, not one side of it. Merely 
being with male friends carried an emptiness in it that could never be filled with ‘sense’, no 
matter how good, great, amicable, funny, sporty, creative, familiar, our contact was or could 
ever become. With a male friend i could never come closer than to a certain point. With a girl 
there was the promise and potential to unite, to go beyond myself and become part of Love. 
Unlike my father, for whom the friendships of his youth were the greatest thing for him, the 
most valuable form of contact – and the closest one could get to going beyond oneself – i 
couldn’t, in all seriousness, compare the value of Love to the value of friendships. My male 
friends, up to then, stayed (much) longer than girls somehow, but this was no compensation 
for being with a girl and for feeling what i could feel in a girl’s presence. I never longed for a 
male friend, also not during that first year of my studies when i was without friends. The 
longing for a girl was endless it seemed, even though on the face of it i was not busy with 
‘girl’ most of the time – but rather with my band Hemisphere or with composing for instance. 
The male friend was already in me somehow; he was obvious. The girl was hidden in the dark 
and needed to manifest in the outside world for me to get to Know her. I didn’t need more of 
the same, more of ‘me’. To be(come) Me i needed Difference, the Other. The Girl. The 
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Longing to (Unite with) Girl came from the deepest Depth of My Being. I had not been born 
to have a good time. 

I walked through the dunes to the Harrewar bar hoping the music would be bearable 
this time. I stood there senselessly for quite a while, sometimes changing the place where i 
stood, sometimes with apple juice in my hand and sometimes without. I was a bit stubborn 
trying to prove that i was able to stand there in the madhouse without a glass in my hand. I 
didn’t like any attitude in people. This included covering their fear of senselessness by 
showing that they were amusing themselves and doing something: drinking. But then i was 
saved from my stubbornness. There was a change of deejay. A guy with long hair took over. 
Great, this meant more hard-rock songs or the like. I could dance now. Things got even much 
better suddenly. Finally, a nice girl entered the scene. And god, it seemed to be the brunette 
from the camp site, i wasn’t totally sure. Gee, she looked really nice. I would have loved to be 
with that girl. She came to stand, safely, at the other side of the dance floor, so i couldn’t see 
her well, only sometimes a flash when the crowd opened suddenly for a moment, like the sea 
for Jesus and like the fire for Britt’s desiring eyes. 

I became more and more restless. She was with her girlfriend, which wouldn’t make it 
easier to approach her. But i had to do something anyway, i really liked her. I liked her too 
much to be able to not do anything. I didn’t like this fact, this lack of freedom, that i had to do 
something. And yet it had to be so, it seemed. The Force Wanting to Bring me to that girl was 
Bigger or more important than all possible burdens related to (the consequences of) following 
that Force. This restlessness was related to the Force or, actually, to the blocking of the Force. 
If i was Free and if the girl was Free too, this restlessness, this unease, even pain, wouldn’t 
have the chance to bug me like it did now because i would have gone to her immediately at 
first glance, at first attraction, already that afternoon. 

I had never understood why it was not done or even wrong to immediately go to a girl 
when it was love at first sight, as in this case with the brown-haired one. Why this postponing, 
why this restlessness, why all these thoughts, why this torture? I decided to go around the 
crowd so i could be nearer to her, if not speak to her. It was stupid. Somewhere deep inside i 
was in touch with the fact that i as ‘man’ shouldn’t go after her, after a girl, shouldn’t show 
motives in this respect. I would sooner or later be punished for it, rejected. Man is, Basically, 
without motives and a Reflection of Woman’s, superficial and deeper, motives, a Response to 
Woman’s attracting of him. Woman makes her choice in regard to what (kind of) man she 
wants to be with, to be part of, to even Become. Only, if she, woman, looks at the forms, 
instead of at the Force Beyond them, it seems that i, man, walking in her direction, is the one 
with the motive. And deep down i knew that she didn’t like this, this turning things, reality, 
the roles, upside down in the world of form. Man, as Himself, shouldn’t want anything from a 
girl, otherwise she wouldn’t be free any more to, with all the space needed, make her choice 
of man. She wouldn’t be able to feel any more whether it was the man himself, as a self with 
his own, inherently untrue, motives, who was going through her or if it was she herself being 
attracted to this man, whether he was acting before its time, before Clarity could arrive, or if it 
was she herself who allowed him ‘in’ because of natural attraction. Woman needed time and 
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space for Distinguishing – just like, on the other side, Man needed time and space for 
Manifesting Himself on an Earthly Level, Woman’s Level of Form. 

Despite this inherent difficulty, hoping the girl would not be deluded by my forms, my 
steps towards her, hoping and knowing somewhere inside that she was already in Touch with 
me, i was about to move through the crowd to the other side of the dance floor. I had to find 
the girl. But before i moved i noticed she was gone, i didn’t see her any more. What a 
disappointment, i had waited too long. Such a beauty like her didn’t wait for suckers like me 
till they finally do something. I would never see her again, i thought. My head went down and 
i saw the many shoes moving on the dance floor. I also saw the shoes of the person standing 
next to me, and, when my look went upward a bit, the rest of the clothes. They seemed 
familiar somehow, but i had never been good at clothes, i only saw faces and what was 
beyond their appearance. Eventually, i came to the face of my neighbour. I was shocked. It 
was her. This person was her, the beautiful girl with the long waving brown hair, a bit curled 
here and there. I had found her. Or, in fact, she had found me. I didn’t have to move. Like a 
ghost out of the blue, suddenly she was standing there, just when i had been pondering how to 
approach her. Somehow i hadn’t noticed her move. Weird. I went crazy almost from the 
tension of this sudden chance, of the force urging me to meet this girl, to get to know her, to 
love her, to be touched by her and touch her. My face felt like exploding. I got a strange 
feeling in me that i had never had before: ‘this is it, this is the girl. Not just a nice girl.’ And i 
need to do something or else nothing will ever come from me. 

No need to say that it didn’t cross my mind that she – or perhaps her ovaries – might 
have had the feeling ‘this is the boy’ and that i had picked it up, ‘this is the one’ – which, if 
this was the case, didn’t make my feeling less true, by the way. She might have, for the first 
time, overcome herself by positioning herself right next to me. 

She looked straight ahead, somewhat tensed but sweetly, apparently at the crowd 
dancing, although she didn’t seem to see anything, as i noticed in her eyes. I had the feeling 
she was waiting for me, expecting me to get in contact, now that she had made the first move. 
I went mad from the clichés running through my mind as an opening sentence. I could hardly 
hold myself not to shout at her: ‘You’re really such a nice girl. I find you so ter-ri-bly nice.’ It 
still took me a little while but not too long this time. The Force had really got too strong now, 
the restlessness got too big, her energy was touching me literally and i put my lips before her 
right ear. I made the tiny hairs in her ear tremble: 

“Bist du auch Deutsch?” i asked. [Are you German too?] 
“Wat?” [What?]  
“Ob du Deutsch bist.” [Whether you are German.] 
“Nein.” [No] She said it seemingly calm but obviously a bit disappointed. She seemed 

not very talkative with her brief answers, or reluctant to speak to me. 
“Aber das ist ja fabelhaft”, i said loudly and with slightly too much enthusiasm. “Ich 

doch auch nicht.” [But that’s terrific, me neither.] 
“Woher kommst du dann?” she asked. [Where are you from then?] 
“Aus Holland. Kennst du das?” [From Holland. Do you know that?] 
She laughed fully and i was happy. 
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The girl was visibly relieved i was not German. I think almost half of the tourists were 
German, so the chance of me being German had been considerable. We were both relieved 
that the biggest tension was gone, now that at least a few words had been exchanged and that 
we had even laughed together because of my last remark. We spoke a few more sentences 
before we suddenly found ourselves dancing on “Satisfaction” of the Rolling Stones. 
Although i was good at dancing, still it wasn’t easy to be so self-conscious, so aware of every 
movement i made, now that i was breaking all previous records in liking a girl. Also this self-
consciousness regarding the dance movements seemed to be something i had taken over from 
her. I had never had this. I was free as a butterfly in dancing. The spontaneity of the beginning 
of our meeting disappeared and i realized that once this nice song would be finished and what 
then? Unfortunately, precisely this song had such an embarrassing text, this ‘I can’t get no 
satisfaction’ that kept repeating itself. We didn’t dare to look at each other. But we made it 
through the dirty text to the end of the song. And what to do now. I felt a bit empty, without 
initiative. 

Luckily the girl asked me if i’d join her to another dance hall where her girlfriend 
already had gone. It seemed ‘my’ girl had waited especially for me – how very nice of her. 
Since she wouldn’t let me bike, i sat down on the carrier behind her, my whole body 
trembling with joy. She didn’t want to sit on the carrier while i was biking her. And i felt 
some hidden cramp about this subject, as if, when i had been driving her, this would be part of 
the old role patterns between man and woman that were wrong. This issue was not at all 
something to go into in this situation full of promise; yet it was a possible indication for some 
trouble in the future if we would get together. 

No, i was not busy with this anyway, but rather with her – she was everywhere – and 
with the fact and feeling that in an instant i was launched from hell into paradise. This girl had 
been the Only Reason for being in the Hell, in this case the hell as it manifested itself as the 
terrible smoky noise and suffocating, tense and somewhat aggressive atmosphere of the dance 
bar. This girl had been the Only Reason for being in all the discos i had ever been in. Love 
had been honoured this time. Well, no matter how things would go further from here on, at 
least we were together for the moment. And although she was far from being quietly in my 
Heart, at least i felt some eagerness in her to be with me, whatever form that would take. 

“My name is Maja”, she said with an air of joy and freedom biking there with me on 
her carrier through the salty sea air, marram grass all around us, as if life would begin now. 
“And yours?” 

“Maarten.” 
“How old are you?” 
“Twenty.” 
“Oops. I’m sixteen. Doesn’t matter.” 
Next month i’d be twenty one. I’d be 21, she 16. Exactly the age that i figured out for 

Brigitte and me as an acceptable age at which we could finally be together in a relationship. 
Maja looked a lot like Brigitte. It seemed as if there was a higher form of Intelligence saying 
that the form didn’t matter. If not Brigitte, then Maja. If the gates of Brigitte were closed to 
me, there would be another opening. This happened all by itself. 
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I didn’t dare to hold on to her body while sitting on the carrier. This was not relevant. 
I believed, and this never changed afterwards, that it was impossible that a human being 
could be happier than that fellow of twenty on the carrier of that girl of sixteen with her long 
dark brown hair slightly curled of which a few bunches of hair were tossed to and fro wildly 
by the wind, and calming down before his nostrils occasionally, upon which such a little 
bunch was fully taken in, the pollination for life, his entire future shattered now by your scent, 
your shampoo, your musk and yourself, fully open was his life, only the direction was there, 
the way of glory, the far fulfilment of the longing that had been so strong and so vague, and 
the little fellow shut his eyes, only heard the fine sounds of your words through the howling 
wind and he felt, without touching you, your presence – for always. You penetrated him 
completely, with a secret, a thrilling secret of that he didn’t know could exist – that’s why it 
was a secret, of course. But he had discovered it. Chance could no longer be avoided. And it 
finally had to bow for love. The girl was there. And he couldn’t believe it, having had a 
childhood that, now that it was gone, finally had meaning: it had brought you together, here, 
now, you in front, pedalling, with who knows what kind of thoughts and unclear feelings, but 
this didn’t matter, for everything would come right, and he, in the back, completely blissfully 
confused, fully enjoying the secret that had come to him just like that, disclosed by the girl 
hidden under the many, fine hairs, or rather, a tip had been lifted and the rest of his life he 
would swim in the endless sea in which everything was allowed to be touched, discovered, 
and it would never be enough and he would never hurt you and he would never leave you and 
you would never discover what it is to be unhappy, sad and angry and never and never and 
never and always and always and always… 

[Translated from “Het verdriet” (The Grief) p.42 - 1993] (See p. 340 for a brief 
introduction to “The Grief”) 

 
The other dance club Maja took me to was an alternative one, The Sucking Mill, that i 

hadn’t known about and that, apart from the sudden hardrock played at the end of my stay in 
De Harrewar, was much better than De Harrewar, let alone The Lightbuoy. One could breathe 
there. And they played songs by Fleetwood Mac, for example. Music to feel at home in, 
instead of in a freezer. I briefly met Maja’s girlfriend, who turned out to be her cousin. The 
fact that they could talk together about me seemed more important than the meeting of her 
cousin with me. Immediately after i had been introduced to Esther, Maja, to be sure, went 
away with her. So i danced a few songs on my own, giving some space to Maja who just 
wanted to show me to her cousin and share how it had happened, how she had ‘got’ me. I felt 
Maja was indeed a bit proud to show me to her. The fact that i was rather handsome in those 
days, helped in this respect. My appearance was certainly not one of the difficulties standing 
in the way of being close to a girl. 

Esther was really a beautiful girl too, and yet i much preferred Maja. Esther was or 
seemed not interested or attracted to me anyway, which, certainly at that age, was almost the 
same. I could feel this without thinking about it. It must be related to the fact that, mirroring 
her, i myself wasn’t interested at all in her. All the better. Everything was perfectly arranged. 
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Maja felt now the impulse to be alone with me. She asked me: “Do you feel like having a 
swim in the sea.” 

It was chilly. It was 2 o’clock in the night. But, it was true, you don’t need light for 
swimming. Up to then swimming in the middle of the night in an unreliable sea with big 
winds seemed like an impossible idea, but everything was possible suddenly. Swimming in 
the dark had its charm now – with Maja everything became charming. And i said yes, despite 
my experience with Nathali – or even long ago with Wendy – that had shown me that i didn’t 
know at all how to entertain a girl in the water, and entertain a girl generally, i had to admit – 
if i had wanted to or felt like i had to do this. The only exception to this rule had so far been 
the dance with Iris, me pretending to be a tough Spanish dancer, if not Don Juan himself. But 
even if i would manage more frequently or could learn how to entertain a girl, it wasn’t my 
thing. I didn’t like playing any role. Any form i could offer a girl was ‘wrong’, if not 
repulsive. It was not my Nature. It was something other than Me. To me being together with a 
girl was enough in itself. And i felt it was also enough for the – for any – girl. Only, she could 
not feel this Truth. That seemed to be the only problem. It almost looked as if forms – or 
girls’ attachment to or even just being busy with forms – screwed up our Naturally Being 
Together and, in the end, also the (possibility of a) relationship. 

There we went again. This time Maja permitted me to bike while she was sitting on 
the carrier, one hand on my waist. As far as i was concerned i could bike you on my head into 
the sea: you were allowed to do anything with me and i wanted everything with you, even 
though by god i didn’t know what, and it didn’t matter: as long as it was not impossible, 
everything was all right, perfect. If you had asked me i would have collected all the shells 
from the sea. Unless it was because you wanted to test my love, i didn’t like such funny 
business. True love was, and didn’t need to be tested. 

[The grief p.42] 
At Maja’s tent we stopped so she could fetch her bikini. I got my trunks in the 

meantime. Unimportant details, but since the girl made such an impression on me, they were 
branded in me. I really liked this girl. Well, unimportant? What, if i as the boy in the play, 
was supposed to push the girl into the water again – as i had done with Nathali, and then i felt 
deeply unhappy and clumsy? This would be terrible enough, let alone if i had to do this all in 
the nude – then i wouldn’t be able to do it for sure. 

There was no reason for the fact that i liked this girl so very much. It was just so. It 
was not because she looked like Brigitte or whatever other reason in the world of forms, in 
the world of logic and causality. It wasn’t my hormones either – nor Maja’s – that brought us 
together, although they played a role in this, what seemed to be, a miracle. Just a role, indeed. 
They were not the Main Character, not the Centre, not the Focus, not the Seat of the Fire. 

It seemed Maja was used to swimming at night. Or anyway she was not apprehensive 
of the cold water at all. I felt i had to follow as soon as possible. Bad moment to doubt. I 
didn’t. Still, since we had met, i felt like i’d be running after her all the time, catching up with 
her ideas. I preferred to have the lead myself, like i was used to when as a kid we played in 
the street and my brother and me invented games, or when i composed songs and sometimes 
the lyrics for our band Hemisphere, or when i had been with my friends Hessel and Lex. The 
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time was not ripe, it seemed, to be able to take the lead when i was with a girl – to take the 
lead in a natural way, without having to force it, forcing it being so far from Me that this 
would certainly never happen. But this didn’t fit me either in any way, to follow her and to 
follow in general. I was a born leader. But there seemed to be no way, no form available to 
me, to prove this. It had to come naturally, indeed. Space was needed, patience, time, for 
people to be able to recognize my natural leadership. Woman seemed too restless to allow the 
Space in which this would become Clear by Itself. She was always busy with the next form. 

So now i walked over the loose sand path through the dunes after Maja through the 
dark, feeling a bit like a dummy, a very happy dummy but still, and even though i tried to 
prevent it from looking that way. She had obviously the initiative and i could in no way draw 
it to myself. In order to flower, to show ‘myself’, ‘my’ Heart, i needed Space, attention. If the 
attention was directed at ‘me’, there was already more Space. This Space of attention could 
not be forced though. I could not suddenly out of the blue say: “Stop. Stop moving. Stop 
doing. Stop thinking. Shut up.” And possibly add: “I exist. I’m not a projection screen of your 
wishes.” Or could i? Continuing this way, i would always be a step too late somehow, a step 
behind. A next step would always be – now, sooner or later – that a girl would leave me and 
move on and on and on. This was inevitable in this situation somehow. If i wasn’t able to stop 
her, to make her finally rest in my Heart, she would have to move on, even when in her heart 
she didn’t want to. 

The big dark loudly roaring hole in front of us was waiting, fuming with rage. For 
now i had to know my place and follow Maja into the icy water. It was very dark, not much of 
a moon, no lights on the beach or the dunes. The thunder of the sea was very present though. 
Almost nude, shivering with cold and in all fluidity we were asked to celebrate the youth, the 
freedom that had suddenly been thrown at us and we couldn’t leave aside any longer. God 
had passed away long ago, people gathered in discotheques, our parents were far away from 
us, with every step we took into the sea together our procreators retired with staggering 
speed. Nobody, nobody saw the two of us disappear into the darkness. (…) It was the most 
normal thing in the world, to enter the bitter cold and to founder in the water violence, 
peacefully let ourselves be kissed and slimed over by the terrible invisible transparent 
jellyfish. With you everything was normal, everything was new, everything was equally 
glorious and exciting, without danger. 

[The Grief p.44] 
When i went into the water my limbs lighted up. Hundreds of little lights gathered or 

awakened around my legs and arms every time i moved them through the water. I had never 
seen something like this, something as strange as this, as unbelievable, such a magnificent 
creation of nature. I called Maja to show her this remarkable phenomenon. It was truly 
magnificent wading with Maja, my consort, next to me through the water, through our palace, 
and our bodies being lighted by so many small sea lights, the fluorescent noctiluca, following 
precisely the movements of our bodies. It seemed these two bodies at that moment were 
declared holy, and only because they were together, they had found each other, this was 
eternity. The declaration could only come from Nature Itself. And only in the dark this light 
could have revealed itself. If i hadn’t been brought up so rationally by my parents i would 
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have believed in it being a good sign for the development of our love. It was very beautiful in 
any case. 

This time i didn’t try to push Maja in the water as i had clumsily done with Nathali. It 
was plainly stupid if ‘i’ was not ‘in it’. Suddenly a splash close by and a multitude of little 
fires lit up. They glowed after for a couple of seconds and then died away doubting. The last 
light of your child’s grave. You had dissolved. Into the sea of love, ebb and flood. The 
nuctiluca had swallowed you. And now i. I doubted for a moment, no more than a moment 
that turned out to be too weak where my thirst was too big, for the unknown, limitless bliss. I 
dived. And shut my eyes and didn’t see anything at all, and nothing mattered any more to me, 
i wanted everything now, everything that had been hidden from me, whether by accident or 
not. 

We swam quite far from each other, about ten metres. This was perhaps a slight pity 
but not alarming in any way. My joy was real though, being there alone with this gorgeous 
girl in the dark night in the sea. The inner joy was much stronger than any possible thought 
could ever destroy. We just had to get used to the happiness. The tide washing us over was 
too mighty, we were too tiny. 

[The Grief p.44] 
After we were done swimming we walked back together over the beach in the 

direction of the dunes. We dried ourselves and put a few clothes on against the cold. Maja sat 
down on the sand. 

As with everything she was again the first to sit, which brought me to the difficult 
place of having to estimate the desired distance between us. I sat down. Not too far, not too 
close. 

Now the sitting started, the sitting and staring into the dark, in the direction of the, at 
first, loud but pleasant booming of the sea. I was cold and trembling – as usual after 
swimming, also when this happened during the day. Having hardly any fat had its 
disadvantages sometimes. Maja seemed very busy with staring. I was not interested in staring 
somehow, but rather in how to get closer to Maja. If she herself hadn’t wanted this, coming 
closer, i wouldn’t have had to bother. But when there was a chance she wanted, or loved, 
something of (my depth as) man, i had to go into this restlessness. 

I had to look at you. I couldn’t help myself. But you, just as in De Harrewar, looked 
straight and tense ahead of you, at the sea this time, where nothing could be seen, and 
nothing could be heard either any more. We were there. The world around us was a world of 
silence, of longing, light as never before, and heavy, even though i didn’t know from what, of 
the threat perhaps, of a presentiment, based on nothing, a premonition that said that now that 
everything would go all right, everything would go wrong too. For the first time in my life i 
was no longer the centre of the world. 

It must have been a quarter of an hour at least that we sat there this way. You looking 
at the sea let’s say, and me looking at you and then down in turn. We kept ourselves erect by 
leaning with our hands on the sand. And every time i looked at the sand i saw your fingers. 
You had five of them and you had stretched them out completely. I couldn’t bear it any longer. 
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Those five naked fingers drove me out of my senses. Slowly, slowly, i moved my left hand 
through the sand in the direction of your right hand. 

 Another few minutes passed since i finally reached her, almost. It got warmer, i could 
feel her hand very close now. My little left pinky lifted and remained above the back of your 
hand. There, i couldn’t straighten it out, it stayed trembling, exactly like i had watched the 
male spiders doing in the patio of my parental house when they approached a female. If the 
male was not cautious, too quick or clumsy, he was killed. 

All right, dead then, i thought. And there was the ‘electrocuting’, like i had 
experienced also when Nathali’s lips and mine touched. The magic moment of touch. With the 
courage of despair, i finally had laid down my little pink, albeit not yet with its full weight, it 
was vibrating heavily still, but nonetheless, i touched you, i actually touched you, my skin was 
fastened to yours, a connection had appeared between us that could never be undone any 
more. Fearfully i awaited, you, my fate. 

But you didn’t withdraw your hand, also not when i slowly carefully consciously 
started caressing it, first still with my lonely brave little pinky, then with another two fingers 
added, and eventually also the last two, most vigorous but also the most cowardly fingers 
joined hands, the index and the thumb, and you, you still dedicatedly stared at the sea, as if 
nothing ever happened in life, the longing still invisible as always, endlessly far away, instead 
of so close, at your soft skin. There was no breath any more, this was not the right moment to 
breathe – i could do that later. My moving of my fingers over her hand happened in a timeless 
breathless moment. 

From the earthly time perspective it might have taken long, very long, before my 
whole hand had finally descended to fully rest on top of Maja’s hand and Maja might have 
gotten impatient, but it couldn’t go any faster. I was, as has become clear by now, not into 
forms like other people. From the form perspective, not bothered by Heart, a thought appears, 
in this case: the forms, the bodies, must touch and bingo, there you have it, it is already done, 
they touch. With me it couldn’t go that way. I couldn’t get rid of the Heart as other people 
seemed to be able to. The Heart needs time to Manifest Itself here on earth, in a form, in 
forms. Love required time. Maja’s hand was not a thing to me, not an instrument. It was Maja 
herself. 

My respect and love for her and my patience with her were endless, even when she, 
like Liz, might not have the same natural attitude to me in this respect, to Man Descending in 
His ‘Own’ tempo which is wholly related to the Depth of Woman’s Resistance to Him. I 
treated and approached her as if she was my own Heart. She was the Queen of my own Heart. 
In reality, she was not far away from me, she was always already in Me. And i had to make 
this Clear to her, that She Belonged to Me, that She was Part of My Heart. Certainly i don’t 
mean here ‘belonging’ in a possessive way – i didn’t want to possess a girl. This was 
something radically different. That was the world of forms, in which one form seemed to be 
able to rule over another form. That world was not Mine. In my world, a girl Recognized she 
was Part of Me and, out of her own nature, surrendered to Me, to the Man in ‘me’. How very 
far was this still from the earthly reality as it manifested itself. A girl considered me an other, 
i noticed, a movable form different from her form. How could i Give her My Heart, so that 
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she could See the Truth, the Truth Beyond the Form(s), Beyond how reality appears to be. If i 
wouldn’t succeed in giving My Girl Eyes She would always run away, move on to the next 
form, blind, not even aware of her pain from having to leave again and again – if not 
continuously. 

Maja, at least, had given me time enough, so far. 
Strangely enough i wasn’t reassured yet. My hand that completely knew yours now 

went, to my surprise, suddenly to your wrist and even upwards, along your skin, slowly, 
slowly, higher and higher, to i didn’t know what. My fingers reached your head that was still 
directed at the sea. They started stroking your neck, and your hair. I moved your hair over the 
skin of your face, as if i was discovering ‘woman’ for the first time in my life – and, in a way, 
this was true. I brought your hair to my face and caressed my cheeks with you. Now, after 
another while, with your divine hair in my fingers, i couldn’t hold on any more and with one 
movement i brought my face right in front of yours – close that is, as close as possible. I felt 
your lips salty on mine. 

I didn’t die, i wasn’t alive any more either, i didn’t know what was going on. I must 
have felt five tongues of different girls in me, but this moist tactile organ that patiently visited 
the vaults in my mouth made me leave the world. My senses were so titillated, beyond the 
limit, that they seemed to have disappeared, i didn’t recognize anything any more. Perhaps i 
was actually being allowed to be in the world for the first time. My lips weren’t mine any 
more, not yours either, but something’s, something bigger, more mighty, to which we had 
nothing to object to. Our tongues were not tongues, but inner organs that nobody, and 
certainly not we, were in control of. They wanted something and we, we were just allowed to 
enjoy their deeds, their will. 

After that brief, timeless future, after those few minutes of kissing, in which the 
longing hadn’t been extinguished, but rather had been born to not disappear any more before 
what had to be done had been done, even though i didn’t know what this would be, i have had 
to wait for nine whole years, and sixty days on top of that, for your lips. 

[The Grief p.44-45] 
 
 Indeed, it was not easy to reach Maja’s lips, i remember. I had to do it alone. She kept 

staring in the dark at the thunder of the sea as if i, or someone, was not touching her at all, as 
if i was not, slowly, getting closer, as if it was not about her. Also i had to bridge the last 
distance to her mouth by myself – instead of It Doing it all. It may have taken another quarter 
of an hour before the electrocution of the lips happened. But when i reached her salty lips 
finally she gave up her stubborn staring and started kissing along with me. We kissed the sea. 
We disappeared in the sea – the sea that carried the salt of the earth. The hell of being 
someone was over… 

The fact that Maja didn’t seem to cooperate didn’t mean she wasn’t in favour of or not 
looking forward to our kissing or, in general, coming closer – even though, true, as she told 
me later, she already had a boy-friend where she lived, in Doetinchem. If i did everything 
without her cooperation she was less guilty at least of her betrayal of her boy-friend: 
‘officially’ it was me who wanted it and who seduced her. 
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For me it was a good test, Maja’s non-cooperation, the fact that she left the burden of 
drawing close to each other – as far as physicality was concerned – completely to me. I had to 
learn not to let myself be discouraged by woman’s non-cooperation or, in fact, her Natural 
Resistance in this respect. I had to learn to deal with woman’s Inner Duality: wanting 
something and simultaneously not wanting it but resisting – whereby the reason for the latter 
hardly mattered in this respect, if at all. This education didn’t mean i must or ever would force 
anything and sort of push her to one side of Her Duality – in this case: to the ‘yes’ to physical 
contact. It rather meant that on an earthly level i had to be very patient. This was not the end 
of the world, at least not for me, as i was residing in the timeless Heart anyway. It meant, and 
this was very important, crucial, in the True Process of Man and Woman Seeking Their Union 
Beyond Themselves, i had to give as much space as needed to the other side of the coin, to 
not cover up that side by my, by man’s, actions: Space for woman’s Heart to feel whether it 
was (still) true for her what happened in the world of form. 

Anyhow it would not have been possible to really discourage me. True Love couldn’t 
be killed. How could anyone or anything ever take away the Natural Impulse for That. A man 
fails, he falls and he scrambles to his feet again. It was a test by which i could ‘undo’ or 
overrule my woeful failure with Liz. With Liz i had been in a similar situation. Knowing for 
sure that she liked me, that she wanted me to kiss her, and yet being totally paralyzed by her 
non-cooperation, her pure waiting, her lack of sending me a signal, her being stuck in the 
female duality – which is in itself not untrue, but is true, and only more obvious in the 
Presence of Man’s Heart – the duality of wanting physical contact and simultaneously not 
wanting it.2 Because of a girl’s usually unseen duality operating in the dark i had to move 
very very slowly towards her like a predator stalking a prey – even though this comparison 
with a predator seems totally misplaced if you had known me at the time. Sweetness, 
innocence, lightness and a continuous state of love don’t seem to match well with predatory 
behaviour. Yet there was something to it. Somehow, on an earthly level at least, she was not 
supposed to see or come to know that i approached her. It had to be kept away from her 
consciousness. And then, suddenly, when it was a fait accompli, we kissed, she had to 
surrender to it. The eternal question of whether she wanted it or not didn’t need to be 
answered any more. It was overtrumped by reality. It was no longer relevant. It had vanished 
into the kissing itself. 

I couldn’t overlook the fact that these ‘difficult’ or mysterious girls like Maja and Liz 
were more attractive by nature; i couldn’t believe it was true that this was just my individual 
taste. They carried and hid a deeper treasure in the dark that they guarded by this non-
cooperation and even very perceptible resistance. This treasure was not for me, for Man – I 
was just the one who must reveal it. In a way it was for the girls themselves or the world, if i 
would ever manage to reach and open the treasure. Anyway, a true Treasure is not to be 
consumed; it is for no one. Woman was the Treasure Herself, i intuitively assumed, and the 

                                                
2 Perhaps needless to say, mentioning woman’s duality of wanting physical contact and 

simultaneously not wanting it, i refer here to the situation in which Woman feels attracted to a man, 
and of course not generally regarding any man she sees or meets. 
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Discovery or Opening of it would mean She could fully Live as Herself, Finally Allow Her 
Love for Man, for the Heart, to Be, to Manifest, to Take Over Her Whole Body head to toe, 
from earth to heaven. Until i really Entered Woman(’s world) in my thirties i was subject to 
projecting things on Woman and Man. I had no idea that, in fact, Man’s Heart was the 
Treasure to Be Revealed through Woman’s Body That or Who Has Become His Heart, the 
Formless through the Form. 

Anyhow, i had to approach the Dark in the darkness, or else I would too obviously 
Reflect and she would run away screaming or, as would fit a girl like Maja better, silently in 
panic and confusion, with a half-conscious heart-attack. 

And yet, I Knew that, Eventually, She would have to Look Me in the Eye. My 
approach could not always be kept in the dark. My Heart should Shine – Directly into Her 
Eye, into Her Heart. With Open Eye She’d have to See Me, to Feel Me, to Realize ‘i’ was 
Her, Living Her as Myself. How many lifetimes were needed for This. For now, i had to 
touch and kiss Maja in the darkest night at the sea. Love had to happen secretly. Nobody 
could see us. We could hardly see ourselves. This carried something exciting. There was 
some freedom lying somewhere, waiting, that was elusive though. If we had crossed it, found 
it, we wouldn’t have known this, we wouldn’t have been able to touch it. 

We ended up in your tent. You excused yourself for the mess, it was just like in real-
life. Your cousin came home and we had interesting conversations about, among other things, 
underpants.3 You made tea for me and the two of you drank wine and we laughed. There i was 
suddenly, three in the morning, lying with two lovely perfect strangers in a little tent. Indeed, 
this feeling was what is called ‘future’. This was what is called ‘freedom’. This was what is 
called ‘home’. For the first time since the gradual disappearing of the parental home i felt at 
home, so complete that i had the presumptuous certainty that this feeling would never leave 
me again. I had just become a student, i was going to learn the world, i was in a band, we 
were going to conquer the world, i was on holiday and lay in a little leaky tent, and it didn’t 
want to rain, and i didn’t know what happened to me, overwhelmed with beauty as i was, with 
purity, generous laughs, new smells, new words. I had already found my destiny, my dislike of 
boys appeared warranted: the oracle of the girl was being revealed to me. 

The next day i didn’t dare to go to you. My biggest fear, about the only one, the fear of 
being pushy, that seems to floor me now, has always been present in me.4 In me unrest had 
been born. And for good, i vaguely feared already. It almost seemed that being alone wasn’t 

                                                
3 I had made a remark about the staggering amount of underpants they had in their tent – for every 

holiday day one pair – most of them belonging to Esther, i think. And they were quite beautifully 
made. But i asked – rhetorically – if she really thought that boys care about that when she takes her 
pants off – and that the next night, if it is still the same boy, and if it is not too dark to see anything 
in the tent, they are delighted to get a glimpse of the new underpants, and the next day again and so 
on. Esther laughed and i started liking her as well. 

4 At the time, still assuming people to be separate units, entities, bodies, i didn’t realize that it wasn’t 
fear that i felt. I just felt Maja’s resistance to meeting me again. If she had been open for another 
meeting i would have felt this through the air and would have been with her already. 
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meant to be, while i was trying to read something in a book on a towel in front of my tent. A 
book, with all those letters inside. 

My friend Sietze had no difficulty in being pushy or whatever. For hours on end he lay 
in the tent of his new girl. Now and then i saw the canvas bulging out, one time here and then 
there again. I didn’t want to see this, but the little tent was in my range of vision. During 
every line of my book i looked for a glimpse of you. And finally, at 2’o clock in the afternoon, 
the canvas opened. There you were. Your breakfast consisted of chips and cola. And i knew, 
this is the true life. And surprised i looked at the three lunch sandwiches that i was just eating 
in that moment. Cheese, marmite and peanut butter. I had had a different education. 

[The Grief p.45-46] 
 
But now, in the daylight, Maja was more distant – or still, in a way. The few words 

she spoke sounded as if the fact that we had kissed in the dark the night before had been just a 
fata morgana or a dream i had just woken up from and projected on a nice girl that i 
accidentally saw. As if it never happened, as if i was a stranger, she kept me at a distance. She 
avoided being alone with me. Constantly Esther had to be there. I didn’t know that i had been 
stupid supposing that we were ‘together’ now, stupid to, already in the afternoon and in all 
naivety, come to her tent to celebrate our new love. It was not just that she felt naked, seen, 
when she had just woken up with the sleep still in her eyes. I had no idea that ‘girl’ didn’t like 
this untimely move of me, not even when we had been intimate, but that she found it an 
intrusion, that i should let her come to me, whenever she felt like, or, even better, that we 
would meet coincidentally somewhere again and then come together again spontaneously. I 
shouldn’t be after her anyway. I was not after her, i already felt one with her, but i didn’t even 
try to make this clear, since i didn’t know that those complicated things were going through 
her mind in the dark. I couldn’t follow a girl’s mind. Finally, after being so slow the previous 
evening, i had done something, i had moved, toward her tent, towards her, and now this 
wasn’t any good at all, it turned out. Yet, despite the fact that apparently i wasn’t really 
welcome any more – how fast can things go – we made an arrangement to meet on the beach 
later that afternoon – the three of us. 

In the meantime Sietze and i lay around our tents on our back on the small dunes with 
its sharp marram grass. Both of us had the blues. ‘Girls’ wasn’t fun, as it might have seemed 
on the face of it. Sharing my experiences with Maja with Sietze and in the meantime playing 
with a blade of marram i cut my finger quite badly. The blood was pouring out. I put a plaster 
on it.  

At the beach Maja looked briefly at my finger, and resumed staring. She had nothing 
to say. Only when Esther went for a swim, she couldn’t stand the pressure any more and said: 

“I want to be free. I arrived here only yesterday and immediately i have met you, but i 
don’t want to be stuck with you for the rest of my holiday. I’m staying here for three weeks. I 
didn’t plan to meet you.” 

I was silent. I had never experienced something like this. I had met – if i hadn’t only 
met – girls who wanted to get rid of me – Iris for instance, more than once. Strange or not – 
but for a man not really – i could not take this totally personally. Yet, it wasn’t nice either, of 
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course, to be a burden when Love was supposed and had been expected to manifest itself. In 
any case, up to then i hadn’t met so openly a girl’s desire to get rid of me. ‘Openly’, as far as 
words were concerned. She shared it honestly, unlike how it usually happened: totally in the 
dark, or even nastily as Iris had done it. Nonetheless i didn’t feel a true openness in Maja. It 
was as if she merely wanted to get rid of some annoying tension in herself, as soon as possible 
– a tension that i hadn’t put in her but that somehow had been brought to light in my presence. 
Despite being the front man in our band, i wasn’t a boy much in the foreground. I didn’t feel a 
need to speak the loudest, if i spoke at all. I rather lived a seemingly modest if not humble 
life, but this didn’t mean i had no presence, a presence that by its heart-silence provoked 
things in a girl that she preferred not to feel but were inexorably in her, hidden in her body 
somehow. And sooner or later i would have to make her aware of the many things she, and 
not only because she was too young for them, didn’t want to feel up to then. They stood in 
between us somehow. And they prevented us from staying physically with each other even 
when Love was obvious – well, to me it was, but it was somewhere in Maja too – even when 
Love would inexorably stay after we’d split up. 

Maja was forced to be ‘open’ about her urge to separate again from me since she was 
trapped. For three weeks being stuck with me, our tents rather close to one another, not being 
able to freely fool around with other boys as she might hurt me too openly then or potentially 
even cause some aggressive reaction in me in the sight of another lover. Or, not appealing 
either, she might even lose me that way, whereas she wasn’t sure yet, hadn’t decided yet 
whether she wanted to lose me completely or not, not yet – in case nothing else nice would 
appear during the holiday, or, who knows, afterwards. 

Both Iris and Maja wanted to be ‘free’. I was far from being against logic, certainly at 
that age. If they wanted to be free, this simply meant they were slaves, slaves of Forces they 
didn’t want to know or be reminded of. Intuitively i knew, however, that only what they ran 
away from, the Heart itself beyond me, could give them freedom. And that they would stay 
slave if they didn’t Connect to ‘me’, but avoided ‘me’. 

Maja’s longing to be ‘free’ didn’t go that deep. Her ego wanted to be totally free from 
any form of limitation, so she’d be able without a burdened conscience, to have more boys for 
herself. It was not just that she hoped for meeting a better example of ‘man’ than me – which 
would have made sense, and this is part of Woman’s truth, to keep this option open – but for 
more examples of ‘man’. She wanted to have the freedom to any moment do whatever she felt 
like. I was not like that – as man. I could easily sacrifice supposed freedom – egoic freedom – 
for the sake of love. 

The Separating Force that was active through Maja needed space now, definitely, but 
this didn’t mean that the other side, the Uniting Force would be dead or non-existent in her. It 
was a difficult split and tiring life for the many who again and again need a touch of love and 
then again need to see to get rid of the transmitter of it. That way whorish behaviour was 
difficult to avoid, although i would never have used that word at the time, not being able to 
combine it with the fact that together we would make such a beautiful couple or unity. 
Noticing Maja’s inner struggle – without understanding it – i, as a gentleman, helped her, 
finally: 
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“Don’t worry. I leave tomorrow. We’re here only for three days.” 
In turn, she was silent now. In general, a silence came over us, seemingly over the 

whole beach, taking away the tension. Maja stared at the sand. Did i see a tear in her eye? I 
was not sure, i think i felt the tears behind her eyes. Maja gazed at the sea again, huge and 
endless as she was, able to swallow all her tears. It would take them and make her forget they 
were hers. They were just the ocean. 

Esther returned from the ocean. Perhaps she as well had dropped her tears in it, tears 
that no one would ever see. The space was gone now, the Space in which the drama of Man 
and Woman could have revealed itself, including love. 

Not long afterwards and somewhat sickish i walked back from the beach, alone, 
completely confused. The next day Sietze and i would leave the island. I didn’t want to go, 
but i had to somehow. I couldn’t stay in this situation. 

Before splitting up, Maja, relieved now – for as long as it would last – invited me, 
with the same eagerness of the preceding evening when we had met, for spending our last 
evening together in their tent. Now that she knew i would be leaving, she felt free again and 
could again enjoy being with me. 

It looked as if our goodbye had to be celebrated. Maja would make things cosy in their 
tent, she said, with candles and music. They would dress nicely and there would be some 
things to eat and drink. She didn’t feel like going out every evening, Maja added. I felt her 
enthusiasm about organizing and the prospect of the evening together the three of us, she, her 
good friend Esther, her safety, and her lover for the moment that she liked – or perhaps 
secretly loved – but that should in any case stay at some distance. The aspect of distance was 
settled in advance, i would leave tomorrow, so now some nearness could be allowed again, 
she didn’t have to be ‘nasty’ to me or irritated. The inner joy of nearness tasted better than the 
pain of the other side of the same coin, the pain of separation. 

And, indeed, the sphere in the girls’ tent that evening was remarkably good. I didn’t 
even manage to spoil the party somehow – even when it turned out that i really didn’t drink 
wine as they did. Juice was available. Quite some laughing was going on. Although i had 
preferred the kissing i didn’t resist the laughter. I didn’t withdraw from participating in the 
joking. I could adjust to a girls’ whims, it appeared, and not for the first time. I could wait. I 
would wait till the very presence of love of my Heart would have secretly burned all 
appointed but untrue importance of all these whims, these accidental forms, these changes, 
these empty pastimes. I could Wait, for i didn’t need to be satisfied or fulfilled – unlike, as i 
felt somewhere, Woman needed this or, at least, was attached to, or lost in. 

In this good atmosphere, now that things had turned around again, i considered staying 
longer on the camp site. Also when it hadn’t been the summer holiday, i was free to postpone 
my return for however long i’d want: for love i would easily and happily sacrifice everything, 
studying first of all. Only, the ‘problem’ was that i didn’t want anything for or even as myself. 
Not really consciously, yet i felt being a reflection of Maja, of Woman. As a mirror i could 
follow all her movements. I knew that if i stayed longer she would become restless again, feel 
trapped, imprisoned by the presence of my free, duality-reflecting, heart. Then i’d have to say 
again and mean it: ‘i’m going’, and she would be relieved and we would have a good time 
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again, perhaps even kiss again. And i’d feel like staying longer… This didn’t solve anything. 
So, almost as a man, i decided to leave, to give her space. I was not attached to her, this girl 
that somehow was the most attractive girl i had ever met and that i’d die to be with. I, beyond 
myself, just loved her crazily much. This was something radically different from being 
attached to her, or having to be with her or make love to her. 

Maja followed me outside when i was eventually leaving the party for my own tent to 
go to sleep. When we stood there outside it was not clear whether we would kiss again or not. 
It took a bit too long, this uncertainty. I felt her duality reappearing: yes or no. No matter that 
i was a reflection, and could in principle have stood there again for a long time in between her 
two sides, something else took over. I had had it for now with her duality – or with my own 
position in this. This was a first modest answer of Man to Woman’s Duality Drama. I felt i 
couldn’t repeat my masterpiece of the night before on the beach, requiring utter concentration, 
dedication and effort, to let it almost take a whole hour from the moment of sitting down to 
starting moving my hand through the sand in the direction of her hand, to crawling up her arm 
and finally reaching her lips with mine. 

A joking atmosphere, too many forms, too little direction, was not good for Man’s 
concentration. 

“Goodnight”, i said. I gave her a hug and walked away. Behind my back i felt her 
confusion at being left like this after such a nice evening together, and it suddenly not being 
she who decided. This time, however, i could resist a man’s natural tendency – very strong in 
me – to taking care of woman’s confusion. I just zipped open my tent, took my toothbrush, 
brushed my teeth between the marram grass without feeling torn. God, i, whatever ‘i’ was, so 
much wanted, if not needed, to be with this girl, no matter that this urge was a reflection of 
her secret Call upon ‘me’, upon ‘my’ Heart in fact, not to leave her like this, in this confusion, 
this eternal duality. And yet, something else was Stronger now: the Force of not reacting to 
Woman’s longing for (‘me’ as) Man as long as this longing was not clear enough to Herself. 
If i reacted to it, if i took upon me the role of wanting to unite, one side of her inner duality, 
then automatically she would go to the other side: resistance to Uniting. 

Once again, it was not that i had all this clear, but i was certainly in touch with being 
fed up with being used for this ‘game’, her game for which she needed an external player, 
since she would become crazy if the whole dual drama happened only in herself, in her head. 
When i use the word ‘game’ i don’t mean to suggest that this play of duality wasn’t actually 
Woman’s reality, or that it was a pastime she made up, let alone a nice pastime. Anyway, i 
went to bed and if she wanted to be with me, or to kiss with me, i would notice and be glad to 
notice. I was here in my tent and she knew where to find me. 

She didn’t come to visit me that night, although it went through her head. All 
possibilities go through one’s head when things get hot and there is time to let things go 
through you, certainly in such a situation. The mind is not so much clever as it is just simply 
showing all options. The Deeper Forces Decide. Bloody Forces, ruthless as they were. I could 
– and, somehow, Should – have lain there with Maja in my arms. Just lying there together 
would have been enough. And yet, it could not be. It could have been, it should have been and 
yet it couldn’t happen. 
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At the end of the next morning Sietze and i packed our stuff, took down the tent and 
lay down in the grass, defeated, a blade of marram in our mouth. Already before saying 
goodbye to our girls – perhaps forever – we both felt nostalgic. Sietze, in turn, seemed to be 
quite touched by his new girlfriend from Germany and, just like me, hated saying goodbye 
now. I had a last short meeting with Maja in front of her tent. I didn’t want to ask her address. 
If she didn’t give it on her own initiative, i shouldn’t ask for it – even though i died for 
grasping at a straw like that. If she wanted to get rid of me, i had to and would totally respect 
that. Only, life was not that simple any more. On a deeper level, i felt she did not want to get 
rid of me, on the contrary. I was not cynical and did not assume that she had come to stand 
next to me only because i was the least bad option for her that evening, that she had only 
needed some attention and to kiss some boy. 

Instead, she wanted to get rid of her difficult feelings that, somehow, rose to the 
surface in my presence. She would have liked to be with me if this could have been possible 
without those torturing feelings that were not just about binding herself to me or to anyone 
when, supposedly, she wanted to be free, but a confrontation with her entire being. She didn’t 
want to become aware of herself. She assumed or, somewhere inside, knew that the outcome 
of this would be very difficult – too difficult – to bear. 

It was not possible – for now. I had to go. Otherwise she would go. I couldn’t yet 
swallow and digest all her difficult feelings, if any of them at all, let alone the depth of the 
trouble. I was still a boy, not Man. If i only knew what to do to Free her... I’d cry the oceans 
for her. A thought that later would turn out to be prescient. 

It was a painful goodbye. I didn’t give her a kiss. There was no space for it, i felt. 
Somewhere inside i felt an impulse to cry. If this would come, better not in her presence. I 
didn’t want to walk away. I walked. I gave my legs an order to walk. She gave my legs the 
order, as she didn’t know what to do with herself. As a slave, with the big rucksack on my 
back, i walked to the boat. Something, someday, would happen with all of this, as slavery was 
not My Nature. For now, however, i sat squatted in a corner on the deck of the ship, wanting 
to be alone for heaven’s sake, like a wounded animal, avoiding the crowd as much as 
possible, the noisy crowd that felt almost like an enemy with their shallow existence of trying 
to avoid the pain of life, of love, which was the same. And this pain that was resisted being 
felt by them was only digging deeper into my wounded heart when, unintentionally, i saw 
someone, more than as a vague shadow. 

Two tears were slowly coursing down. This is the first time in my life I’m doing 
something i don’t want, i thought on the boat, on my way to the coast, on my way to my dry 
small room where a girl hadn’t visited me yet, a girl who wanted to know, feel who i was. I 
refused to wipe away the tears, the two, sad tears, cruelly separated by an insurmountable 
mountain of a nose, that had to continue their way in all solitude, without a clear end, without 
the slightest meaning: this was my punishment, i had to repent, even though i didn’t know 
what for, i hadn’t been brought up in a Christian way, i hadn’t done anything wrong. I crept 
away into a corner of the deck, against the brute noise of a big iron plate below which the 
machine chamber should have been. Nobody hears my tears here, i thought, nobody knows 
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what i’ve been through, what had started, what is over, and no longer do i hear the seagulls 
calling. 

[The Grief p.46] 
Also Sietze’s eyes were red, i saw, although there were no tears. This strange nostalgic 

unknown pain connected us somehow, and yet we had to suffer by ourselves. He was sitting 
on his own. We didn’t feel like talking about our feelings. Squatted on that deck i realized i 
had never felt so strange in my whole life. This was quite something, this state far beyond any 
word could ever possibly touch or approach. What deep human pain i had gotten in touch 
with here. The fundamental Pain of Separation between Man and Woman, between Maja and 
me. This was something i didn’t know. I didn’t get it. I didn’t know what to do with it. I 
didn’t know how to solve it – if it could be solved at all. I didn’t even know if it was a 
problem. It was pain somehow; my entire body was suddenly invaded by pain. But it wasn’t a 
normal pain, not comparable to a little pain from cutting in my finger, nor to an intense pain 
caused by a dentist drill. This pain took over my whole body somehow. And it was not really 
traceable, it seemed, although certainly my whole chest area felt very strange, unknown, 
touched by an invisible Force – and vulnerable. 

The whole thing had to be a strong intensification of that one time i suddenly cried 
when, much too late but still, it dawned upon me that Iris and i weren’t together any more. 
This girl Maja – although she pretended and wanted and hoped to be just a normal girl – 
touched me deeper than all the others before, including Iris and Nathali, girls with whom i 
had kissed as well and whom i had loved too and still loved. What was going on here. I didn’t 
know myself like this, not at all. I had associated with something in – or via – someone that 
was unknown so far, apart from that one brief preview that i just mentioned and that could 
hardly be compared with the depth of pain i experienced now. And my body responded very 
strongly to it. I hadn’t known this feeling of separation, hadn’t known it existed, this feeling 
of our bodies being not together but separated, that it even hurt in a physical, though strange, 
way. Our bodies had always been separated, and now that i had met her, it suddenly hurt so 
much. She carried something within her that triggered this strange feeling, something that as a 
boy i hadn’t got of myself or at least couldn’t get in touch with without such a girl as Maja. 

No longer deafened by Unconsciousness i dare to say that without having seen the 
Jesus movie not long before meeting Maja – or at least having had a similar experience – it 
would not have been possible for Maja to come and suddenly stand next to me in the disco. 
Not that seeing the movie in itself was so important, of course, but my being so deeply 
Touched by it, by what i recognized in myself and what started growing in me, by the Jesus in 
‘me’. It made it possible that, despite and beyond herself, despite Woman, she was Drawn to 
the Man of the Heart, even if this Heart had hardly manifested itself yet. She called Me, or the 
(Archetype of) Jesus, if you please. Or else we wouldn’t have met. Jesus himself hadn’t had 
time enough to Go into Deep Relationship with Woman. Or else, if he had done so, His 
teachings and wisdom would have become very different. They would have Deepened much. 
No, and sorry that it sounds weird, but this was My Job, in a new body. Of course, i know that 
all of this appears overdramatized. Of course, i realize that most people don’t believe in a 
higher mission, since it is not something at their experiential level, and they prefer to ridicule 
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it. I don’t argue here: i just say it was, Beyond the illusion of ‘self’, ‘my’ higher mission to 
Bring the Heart’s Love to Earth, and this could only, naturally, happen through the Love-
Attraction between Man and Woman. 

In the bus from the shore to Groningen the blues continued and added now a sort of 
hopeless anger that made me, almost incessantly, curse myself without words that i hadn’t 
asked for Maja’s address. I had to do something with this strong overwhelming feeling that 
had come over me. This was not normal any more, to just accept it and that’s it, life goes on – 
without Life, but still. I couldn’t just let her go like this, as if nothing happened or just 
something nice or sad or both. This what i felt couldn’t be only my feeling. It had to do with 
her. Other girls – up till then – couldn’t provoke this woe in me. Was i, as i had thought, 
really respectful to Maja if i ‘respected’ like a gentleman the whims of her changing moods, 
‘her’ duality that played with her even more than with me? Or was i disrespectful in 
‘respecting’ what a woman merely shows and seems to want, in ‘respecting’ what she says? 
What if it wasn’t true what she said and showed, and was not her own deeper truth? 

It seemed she was happy, relieved, to have gotten rid of me, to be ‘free’ again. But she 
was not really happy. On a deeper level i didn’t feel she would be really relieved, relieved of 
some undetermined burden she felt inside, a resistance, a restlessness. I seemed to be affected 
by her restlessness. I couldn’t get rid of it when i had returned home. I wanted strongly to go 
back to the camp site. But then she’d feel even more imprisoned, if, beginning to know a little 
how she functioned, especially for her i returned – which would be true, but it was also true 
that i had left for her. Anyway, returning wasn’t a serious option to consider. I would at least 
have liked to write Maja. I was experienced in this thanks to my abundant correspondence 
with Nathali. And i felt sure in my writing. Unlike speaking, in writing i could say just what i 
wanted or felt, just my truth, without being disturbed by the eyes and energy of the other(s), 
other bodies that usually carried inner cramps that prevented me from speaking or distorting 
what i had to say. I needed space to be able to speak the truth, even when it was just my truth. 

The big problem with writing Maja was that i didn’t have an address to write to. 
Where could i sent a letter. The only thing i knew was her name Maja and that was it. The 
chances of reaching her that way were almost zero, it seemed. Still, i had to write her, i 
couldn’t contain myself. I would send my letter to the camp site address – a big camp site 
with many hundreds of guests – with only Maja on it. As i was into statistics, i considered the 
chance 1 per cent that she would receive it, a true miracle. But this was better than no chance 
at all. She was all worthy of trying the impossible. If not by ink then through the air i wanted 
to honestly let her know how much i was touched by her. In eight pages or so i wrote many 
things that merely filled the space, they were not to the point but i found it somehow not 
appropriate to write eight pages long: “I like you so much. God, i like you so much.” 

So i made up things around this statement, which was not so difficult for me. I could 
write – since, as i have said, during writing i wasn’t too much blocked by other people’s near 
presence, or rather lack of presence. Already in primary school i could easily write. In 
secondary school my writings – and even a poem, about one of our cats – were appreciated 
and rewarded with high marks by my teacher in Dutch, a great teacher who i liked and valued 
very much but who, quite some years after i had left school, had been ‘frozen’ out by his 
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colleague in Dutch language. My teacher was, relatively exceptionally, gifted with heart. Not 
everybody could stand this. Also at university i got high marks, this time for my scientific 
reports. I could think logically, which was not a disadvantage in a scientific surrounding, and 
i could put it on paper. Writing love letters appeared to be no weak point either. What i had 
written to Nathali had been appreciated by her and this, supported by my strong will and 
sincere love, kept the fire between us going for a whole year, bridging 1100 lonely 
kilometres, not belittling by this her own steadfastness in this respect. 

Yes, it’s true, in a meeting with someone – a boy or, especially, a girl – i was so much 
pervaded by the state of heart and consciousness – or, rather, unconsciousness – that i could 
not easily speak, if at all. My parents had been worried there might be something wrong with 
me as a little kid. I didn’t seem able to speak until i was 4 years old. Very fortunately they had 
somehow trust in me and didn’t send me to a therapist who would, despite ‘good intentions’, 
have screwed up the whole thing instead of ‘repairing’ me, repairing what didn’t need to be 
repaired since i wasn’t damaged. I needed space in order to talk. In general, speaking needed 
space, and this was something not abundantly offered by the candidates i was supposed to 
speak to. People hardly, if ever, gave space, unconsciously obsessed with themselves as they 
were, with their ‘own’ mind; and they, by ‘eating space’, were dictated to by their past and 
recorded experience, if not conditioning. Only, or mainly, the Heart could speak through me. 
If i tried to speak ‘by myself’, in reaction to what others said, i could easily start stammering, 
or at least i felt hurried by the other person who had already a next thought that he or she 
often seemed to have to say as quick as possible, or at least it was pressing and i felt this 
pressure of someone’s mind. I flowered best in space. In space something original could 
appear. In the cramp of no-space only repetition of the past was possible. 

Being on my own, writing a letter, all this didn’t exist. There was no problem. I 
attuned to the one i was writing and then, of itself, things appeared – even though not all of it 
was so interesting, to say the least: the mind got increasingly a grip on me too in the course of 
my twenties. 

‘There you go’. I put my letter in the letter box. It felt almost as if i could put my letter 
just as well in a bottle and throw it in the sea, addressed “to Maja”. 

The miracle happened though. Maja received my letter. If not, wouldn’t my whole life 
have gone differently? Or, if not Maja, wouldn’t another girl have received my letter, have 
appreciated it? Indeed, i received a letter of Maja in return, nine days after i had sent mine. 
She wrote she hadn’t expected i’d write her and “certainly not sooooo”, not the way i did. 
This meant she almost couldn’t believe i had written so positive about our meeting and about 
her and the fact that i really liked her. She wrote that she hadn’t planned to check to see if 
someone would perhaps write her on holiday. It was rather a joke to check for a letter box 
once, saying ‘let’s see who thought of me again today’. Maja’s self-esteem was low, to put it 
mildly. 


